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Compare this amount of $1,371,424,238,
which the government did receive, with the
amount for which our bonds are
outstanding,
which the government did not receive, and
we find the
result:
following
Amount of debt which has no consideration,
$1,550,558,960
Amount which was paid for,
2.371,424,238

Farm, Garden, and Household,
PROGRESS OF FRUIT CULTURE.
Hi, following is an extract from the admirable
hv-> of Hon. Marshall I’. Wilder. President of
Pennsylvania Ponmlogietd Society, at the reae-sion of that Society in Philadelphia—
Mark the amazing inerease of the small fruits.
for installer, the strawberry. Within the I
c,rv of many of thi- assemhly. we were dependilniost wholly upon the wild species of the ;
r the few whieli had been transplanted to
gardens. It is only about thirty year- -mee I
r-t attempt, we believe, was made on thi- count to raise from seed a new and improved vttritlianks to tin enterprise of Mr. Ilnvev. which
o- a fruit that has stood the test for a whole
ration of men. Compare the small, dry, red
white wood-strawberries of our youth with the !
rolls
larger luscious varieties which have j
Not only have the latt" notice itt our dav
um a-cd to httit,basis of varieties vyithiu this
ic, but tin ipiantit\ prodttvi d is in a still greater
0.
What would'our fathers have stud at the
patch from a single railroad station in the
tern state- where fifty years ago the. emigrant
scarcely set Ids foot, of one thousand bushels i
t s wherries daily to market, or from another
„,t on the unoccupied lauds of New Jersey taken
.thi'i fifteen years, a similar .piantiiy sent to ]
New York market daily ; or, still more remark-1
from Norfolk, in Virginia, where seventeen
c
'. the cultivation of this fruit had not corned. anil from whence during the past season
millions of (plans have been sent to the
liter u markets!
,
i!tirty \ cars ago we possessed onlv two good
i.'- lit' the raspberry, the rod and white Aut,i
we have numerous line kinds; and I
i;
a man thought him-elf fortunate to gather a
1.
rfn 1. 111.
are raised, as by our friend William j
of New Jersey. by hundreds of thousands
i. iv.
hushels lor the market, mi el'the currant and
t if tin
:. kbet'i i.
latter not a single \ariety had
it been introduced into our gardens or eatahave many new kinds, and the
iics ; now' Wi
odtlct is cijuully great.
I’ll, in., ni.ms methods of gathering, preserving.
king of fntits. and the improved means of
p
;
in-mlssimi to distant markets, are among the
important advatie, in lids new era. To such
ici\c these tieeii brought, that not only
o nder ft 11■ t•
come to us a hundred or a
„I elder, bill the grape and
...
li un tin Paeitie to the Atlantic
-i! V\ Ini. p. viii.g this address, pears and
to out- own hands from
.111.
{ it- ie.t,
ml,,,in I. in | .crl.', t c, .in lit ion; anil, to add to our
of that State are finding a
ecisc, lie- pc
,-kci in Japan, t Hu cheap and convenient postI., iliiies |,,r the transmission of seeds, scions,
plants, proinotittg llte introduction of new |
..
the icinotesi parts of the land are such
.pi
thei nation has ever enjoyed; yet not more
I,:hi commensurate with tin; demands of our exvi; territory; and we trust the day is not dis- !
when w *• shall hav e c.ptal facilities tor-tich
with the whole world
... advantag.
or,
■

|

j

■

■

FEBRUARY 24.
SINK DRAINS.

NOT PARTED.

Among the most common and unmanageable
nuisances about a country house are the sink
trains. Very often their deposits remain above
ground because no means ean he devised to convey
them away. Soap deposites are the worst we have
to deal with, in the way of drainage. They clog
md choke up any drain, however large or however
great mav be tlie fall, bv adhering to the bottom
md sides till it is filled. 'The only device to remedy the difficulty is by means of a trap, one object
aid ett'eet of which is to leave behind everything
which will rise to the surface or fall to the bottom,
and draw off only comparatively pure water.
I cannot better'direct how to manage sueli drainage than to describe my own management. There
had never been any other plan for disposing of the
sink water than to let it run on the surface and
soak into the ground in the orchard. There is a
cellar under the barn about 10J feet oil', and I found
it low enough to give a slight fall from the sink,
about three feet under ground to the bottom of the
cellar, anil I determined to carry the drainage water there.
Beginning at the sink I carried down a
1 1-2 inch lead pipe nearly straight into a trap of
It is no more nor less than
own
construction.
my
an old oil cask, which is as good as any thing else
while it lasts, i\ hich is sunk in the ground, so as to
lie covered below freezing. A four inch pipe, with
joints iitted and cemented, so that the foul water
may not leak out into the soil, leads from the cask
to the barn cellar. But tho water does not pass
directly from the cask into this large pipe. A two
inch lead pipe, which dips to within a foot of the
bottom of the cack, runs up and turns into the cement pipe. Tlie water therefore runs into the cask,
the grease and soap float on the surface of the water, and any thing heavy drops to the bottom. The
water stands
say a foot above the lower end of the
connecting lead pipe at a level with the cement
so that whatever runs off comes from the
pipe,
middle of the fluid in the cask. And this contrivance is a trap, and a very good and cheap one, not
only cleaning the water, hut also preventing any
draft of air through the large pipe, which is a
second object of a trap. In the cellar the water is
caught in another cask, from which it runs in common drain tiles to a third large covered cask close
by the manure from the horse stable, and there it
is' occasionally dipped on the manure heap. The
trap needs to lie cleared out two or three times a
year, depending of course on its size and the
amount of deposit. Permanent brick or stone traps
are better than any cheap contrivances; but one
who buys a very old set of buildings may be pardoned it lie economizes somewhat closely in the
multiplicity of improvements necessary to put
them in comfortable condition. [Judge French in
Country (ieutlemou.

not parted, though their toot
They
Have wandered far in different way*;
And though they never more may meet
On winter eves or summer days.
It matters not though realms divide,
Though boundless seas between them roll
For still, defying wind and tide,
Heart yearns to heart, and soul to soul.
are

are not parted—only those
Are parted whom no love unites;
Their absence breaks not our repose
Who have no share in our delights ;
They may be by our side, and still
As far from us as pole from pole,
Who lack the sympathetic thrill
Of heart to heart, and soul to soul

They

A DETECTIVE STORY.

Operations of‘‘Sneak Thieves.”
Not very long ago a lady in widow’s weeds,
accompanied by a gentleman said to be her
brother, came to New York, and engaged a

“Was lie alone ?”
“No, there were two others with him, sir,
both nice-looking young gents.”
“Did he come in ?”
“Oh yes, he came in; 1 had just opened the
door, and was sweeping the floor, so he walk•
ed straight up to me, and....”
“Did his trieud come in, too ?”
“I’m not quite sure ofthat, but I think they
must have, as it was raining, and they
wouldn’t stand out in the wet.”
“Should you know them again, if you saw
them ?”
I
“I should know two of them—the one who |
a carpet
had
who
and
to
another,
me,
spoke
bag in his hand. He walked a little lame.” |
“That’ll do, porter, you need not say anything outside, but I’m afraid we have not
learned much.”
“All right, sir.”
As soon as he had gone, the detective turned to Mr. Johnson and said : “You will soon
get your property back. I expect, sir. Those
three men arc sneak-thieves, and if they are
the same 1 believe them to be, 1 think I know
them. They always pursue the same plan.
First of all they discover from a confederate,
generally a female, the place where the best
booty is to be most easily obtained. They
then rise early in the morning, and wait outside until the porter opens the dost', taking
great care that no one is observing them.
One then enters, and addresses the porter,
telling him some such tale as this fellow told
yours, and while he is talking the other two
adroitly slip whatever they can into a bag
which they hare w ith them, and decamp as
soon as it is filled.
They are always well
dressed, and would appear to be thorough
gentlemen to those conversant with their
tricks, and mention that they have just come
up from the country, in order to account for
their being about so early in the morning.
You will hardly believe it, perhaps; but
thieves carry about with them external marks
of their profession, which to a detective ollicer
are unmistakable.
For instance they have a
peculiar walk and movement of the arms;
they are generally ungloved, and carry nothing in their hands, while they are continually
glancing on one side or the other, to see if
they are being watched. I would guaranty
to pick a thief out from among one hundred
honest men, let his general appearance be
what it may.

house in Fourth street. Her rich dress and
refinement of manner, combined with great
personal attractions, rendered her neighbors
most desirous of obtaining an introduction lo
her, and curiosity was rife as to where she
Her brother,
came from and who she was.
for he really stood in that relationship to her,
was a young man enjoying the command of
ready money to a considerable amount, who
easily made acquintances among others of
his own age. His manners were very pleasing, and his demeanor was polished, while
his attire, though extremely quiet and unpretending, was always in the best possible taste.
So favorable was the impression which he
created in the minds of his new friends, that
several of them invited him to their own
homes, «ndjin a short time his circle of intimates increased to such a degree that he, in his
turn, was enabled to give receptions in
Fourth street.
His name was Vaughan, and his sister had
|
been married to a colonel of the Confederate
army, who had been killed in action during
the war. Young Vaughan succeeded to a
handsome competence on the death of his
WEATHER WISDOM
lather; and Col. Wilson, who had also been
v
a
shy it sunset, whether clear or cloudy',
a man of property, had left sufficient behind
,r.
fine vvcaLJier; ail Indian-led tint at
GRAFTING ORCHARDS.
sun-j
him to support his widow in a manner be:• iv-hadow- rhin.
A red sky in the morning, j
This tale was supportMost men think when the tree is grafted the work coming his position.
; c> cat her, or much wind—perhaps rain. A gray
j
a the morning, tine weather; a high dawn, ! is done, the tree will do the rest, and never look afed by the evidence of two or three other
ter the graft. The result is, either no graft grows,
a low dawn, fair weather.
no
young men, frequently to be met in Vaughtl-loukiug ordelieate clouds foretell line weather, or a long slim twig, crooked with water sprouts.
an’s apartments, who were also from the
-Mi moderate
■Sometimes they will trim some limbs oil" and leave
DETECTIVE WOltK.
light breezes; hard-edged, oily
king clouds, wind. A dark, gloomy, blue sky is a water sprout for a graft, and when that bears South, and was so fully borne out by all the
The
detective
then took his departure,
indicates
title
fruit, they accuse the grafter of taking cuttings circumstances of the period and their mode
:ady : but a light bngllt blue sky
(b iierally, the softer clouds look the less from the same tree and then heap all kinds of abuse of
atlid
that the brother and sister were tacitly promising to communicate again with Mr.
life,
m l
Imt pel Imps more rain) may be expected and upon the grafter. They never think of laying the
permitted to take their place in society as Johnson so soon as he had anything of ima ,rd-a
rolled, tufted or rugged, blame oil themselves for negligence.
more •greasy
portance to tell him, and proceeded to headAlso a
Some say you must not trim tin balance of the fashionable people.
-tr-eager the coining wind will prove.
-lit yellow -ky at sunset presages wind; a pale brush off the tree for two or three years, for fear of
Among many others who visited Mrs. Wil- quarters to report. He had observed three
e
Mi<
e. and a greenish, -ickly-looking color,
hurting the tree, when they will’do other things son was a Mr. Johnson anil his family, who young men frequently walking about togethn l and rain.
Thu-, by the prevalence of red, hiore injurious to the tree. If a farmer wants betpossessed a large store on Broadway. To er, and lrom their general appearance had
t l<-\\. or other tints, the coming weather may be ter fruit, tiud what kinds
i
bring the best price in the this gentleman the widow was
bv
especially at- set them down in his own mind as thieves of
instruif
aided
lvery nearly; indeed,
market, and likewise find out what kinds arc harsmall inky-looking clouds diest on your kind of soil, and the best bearers iu tentive, and vowed that her purchases for the some sort or other, although he knew nothments, a'iiito- exactly,
0
tell ram : light
ii-t- loud driving aero-- heavy your neighborhood. Reports from a different State future should bo made from no other person ing positively against them. He was irreia-se-. sh-m wind ami rain; but if alone, may inor different soil from yours are of no use to
than himself. Day after day she visited his sistibly reminded of the trio by the robbery
you.
w
ate
iii-1 only.
Re careful iu sawing your limbs, keep the top an store and
bought largely, invariably paying in Broadway; and the description given by
High upper cloud-, crossing the sun. moon or oval form, put in plenty of grafts, more on the
until his confidence in her was the porter of the man who conversed with
in a direction dillereiit from Hint <»i' the lower
ready
money,
w
est
side
than
the
on
for
the
trees
draw
to
the
cast,
;
'-.-«r the wind then felt
below, portend a i eastward, and as soon as the water sprouts get fully established, and he told her that he him coincided remarkably with one of them
of wind towards their direction.
After tine well started, pull them off from the limbs that have should be most
happy to give her credit, if at who had attracted his especial notice. He
:u w- alher, the first signs in the sky of a coming \ been
grafted. If the grafts make a good growth any time it would be more agreeable to her. determined therefore to keep a sharp lookout
uige are u.-uallv light streaks, curls, wisps, or j the lirsl year, the next spring take all or nearly all She
replied that she was only a woman, and and trace them home, should he again run up
a--till 'I pal-lies of white di-tant clouds, which in- of the balance of the limbs from the tree; if you
them.
a.-e, :uiil are followed by an over-casting of I leave any till the next spring leave them so that consequently knew nothing of business, so against
Mr. Johnson, meanwhile, alter attending
..a rkv vapor that
gr -w into cloudiness. This ap- I they will not interfere with the grafts. Keep the she preferred to pay at once, that she might
.u ahemore or it
oily <*r watery, as wind or tree clear from the water sprouts, which is easily know exactly how she was situated, but to several matters of business, started to go
am will prevail, is an infallible sign.
done with the hand. If the grafts get too heavy so
to avail herself of his kind offer uptown, and on the way met young Vaughan,
i suully.The higher or more distant such clouds they begin to crook about, strip some of the leaves promised
One who seemed strangely excited at the encouncom to be, Hie more gradual but general the comoff and tin- limbs will harden, and you will have should she ever feel the need of it.
11c turned, however, at Mr. Johnson’s
.a/ bang- of weather will prove.
thick, stocky grafts, and will soon heal over, and benefit there was, however, which ho could ! ter.
! g!n. -i- beat--. «|uiet tint- -a colors; with soft you will soon realize a benefit from grafting old confer on her.
Would lie be so kind as to request, and listened attentively to his acI-dined i--i ills of « I oil is, indicate and accompany trees.
show her over his store ? She had never had count ill' the robbery, expressing the hope
in.w-atlc-r, but gall'dv, or unusual hue-. with
an opportunity before of
lid. deibnt'-iy-outlincd
becoming acquaint- that the perpetrators would soon be brought
i.»ii«|s, foretell rain an I
HOW TO USE SOUR BREAD.
ed with the resources of so large an establish- to justice, lie did not seem very well ploasi:dily strong wiml.
UKMit.
Mr. Johnson, only too willing to l»i; *•‘1 "■'■vm-t.helcss. when be heard that the deMisty •donds forming or banging on heights show
Il has been said that “accidents will happen in
tective conceived that he already had a clue,
ind and rain coming, if they remain increase, m- the la st
and sometimes the polite to so excellent a customer, immediateregulated
families,”
ud; il they rise or disperse the weather will bread is sour. Sour white bread
and laid Ids and was unable to conceal his agitation when
is very poor eat- ly acceded to her request,
mitl o\ -. or become fun
ing, and beside- jit is not healthful, though exactly treasures bare before her, and exhibited his companion remarked in a whisper: “Do
When sea-birds lly out early, or far to seaward,
why, we will leave the doctors to tell. We know, some of his most
•derate wind and fair weather may be expected; from
costly goods, She asked at you see that man? he is the officer whom I
well-recognized symptoms, it is not healthful what hour business
have engaged; it is singular that we should
hen tli* v hang about the landorov- r it, sometimes
was commenced, at what
and
never
eat
it, though we eat with relish the
diet,
meet him.”
dying inland, expect a strong wind with stormy Herman selwvartz Bred,
hour
and
after
sinhim
concluded;
in
thanking
which,
perfection,
\s many ereature- besides birds are af.-.i!h« r.
should be distinctly sour, but not much so. How- cerely for his courtesies, took her leave.
It
Vaughan suddenly remembered that he
!i-d i.-v tin approach of rain or wind, such indi- ever, we welcome
the appearance of sour white was not
t!i'•!i -lioiild not be slighted by any ob.-erver who
long before the worthy merchant had forgotten a commission entrusted to him
bread, tor we can fall back upon rye, which, after
»n iilies t-• foresee w-ather, or
had cause to regret this moment of weakness, by his sister, and hastily bidding Mr. Johncompare its variation. all, i*. our
or two, aud we know
standby, for a
>• are other
son “tlood-by” hurried otl'in an
h
signs of a coming change in the what nice puddings and day
opposite dicakes are in store for us as and subsequent events proved to him how
ithei known l* -s gem rally than may in* desira- the sour bread is
flic detective immediately came up
it is for a good-looking woman to cajole rection.
worked up.
gradually
easy
tii-1 therefore worth notice; such as when
t-,
If the
and asked his employer who the gentleman
be used immediately, it should a man, however wide-awake he
may be.
ids of long llight—rooks, swallows, or others, be slicedbreadcunmil
as soon us il is stale
was who had just left him; and, on
enough, and dried
hearing
“SNEAK
mug about home, and lly up and down or low, rain
THIEVES.”
in an oven which is cooling off' or not
that lie was a friend of the family, gaye a
thoroughly
r w ind may be expected. Also when animals seek
hot enough to scorch it at all. It may require to
New
York
at
this
time
infested
a
was
by
■tieller--l places instead *-t' spreading over their be
long, low whistle expressive of the most input in the oven two or three or times before it
i-iia'r rang--; when pig>-’any -traw-to their styes;
gang of rogues who had introduced a new tense surprise.
is dry enough to keep.
•shell -moke from chimney- does not ascend readof
and
had
shoplifting,
B.vkkd Bitu w> Pudding. To a pint of bread system
successfully
“Where does he live, sir? I’m sure 1 have
■v
(or straight upwards-luring a calm), an unfavcrumbs add a pint of milk and lei them soak thor- victimized many of the larger storekeepers seen his face
somewhere..’
-•i able change i- probabh1.
add
a
in
the
As
second
of
their
course
of
action was
milk, four well-beaten
pint
city.
I!-• w i- an indication of tine weather; so is fog. oughly ;
“At No.— Fourth street. Why do you
and salt, sugar, and spice to taste, together
eggs,
fresh, a new name had to be invent- ask ?”
\either of these formations occur iin-ler :m overwith soda enough to correct the acidity of the bread entirely
ast sky, or when there is nnudi wiml.
ed for them, and they were christened “sneak”
Oecasiona teaspoonful is
>, simple curiosity ; it’s a way we have,”
bake
(half
half
usually
enough);
-oil*
-ces
lly
tbg rolled away as it were by wind, tin hour. The number of
thieves by the police, for the cunning way in and
eggs is arbitrary.
lie, too, left the puzzled merchant.
n:
'—lil-un or never actually formed while it is
which they effected their depredations and
'the latter slowly continued his journey,
blow ing.
the difficulty experienced in detecting them. and racked his
Remarkable clearness of atmosphen near the
POTATOES FROM SEED.
brain in vain to elucidate the
Mr.
who
but
a
few
before
had
-Miz-m: distant objects such as hills,
Johnson,
days
unusually
mystery ot Vaughan's sudden departure, but
|
'-1bi. or raise-1 (by reflection), and what is termof
been
his
from
Seedling potatoes may be grown as easily as seedtheft, it never occurred to him to attribute it to the
boasting
immunity
'd
good hearing day,” mav be mentioned ling tomatoes. In the fall potato balls may bo was much annoyed when on
arriving one coming in sight of the detective. As he was
-m..hg signs of wet, if not wind, to be expected. gathered, and the seeds washed out and then
put morning at his store he was informed by liis in
More than usual twinkling of the star-, indistinct- away in paper
good time, and was obliged to pass Fourth
balls, or the balls may be slightly
i>r apparent
ness,
multiplication of the moon’s pressed and then dried, but we prefer the former managing man that some very valuable street on his way. he made up his mind to
h-»rns. haloes,
wind dogs,” and the rainbow, are plan.
Early in the spring, sow the seeds thinly in articles had been abstracted during the night call upon Mrs. Wilson, and, if he found her
‘“••re or less significant of
increasing win-1, il not pots, boxes, or in a hot lied, and when the plants or early in the morning. The goods were j brother
there, to ask him the cause, fearing
rain
with
or
without wind. [Admi- are an inch or two high, transplant into small safe
approa- hing
enough when the store was closed on that lie had offended him. The widow
r; i Fitzroy’.s Observations on Weather.
was
thumb pots, one plant in each, and after the weather
the
as
he
had
himself
preceding evening,
is sufficiently warm turn them out into the
in her drawing room, and displayed a
sitting
open seen
when
clerks
but
were
the
them,
missing
ground, placing the plants at least two feet apart
deal of pleasure at seeing her visitor,
THINGS WORTH KNOWING.
Mr. Johnson at I great
j each way. If the plants are started so late that it arrived in the morning.
and sympathized most heartily with him
Lemon in:, (irate one-half the outsuL* of om will do to transplant directly from the seed-bed iu- onee called in the police, and an experienced
when lie narrated his loss to her. She asked
'be open air of course no
i'-mon; t the juiee ami |mlp add one cup of water; j
potting is necessary: detective was sent to gather all the informa- him a
but to obtain potatoes large
me of sugar; three lublcspoonfuls of flour; use
jrreat many questions as to the opinion
the first season tion on the
enough
subject he could. On hearing ot the detective, and was hardly less confused
ihe yolks ot rhrec eggs, reserving the whites for to judge ot their quality, the seed should be sown
in February or March. With fair treatment the circumstances of the case, this gentlefrost mg, xx Inch Is to lie |mt on when the pie is cold.
than her brother had been, when Mr. JohnBake with one crust, and brown tht frosting in a tubers a- large as liens’ eggs or ever larger, may be man at onee recognized the
agency of a sneak son alluded to the probability of a speedy
obi allied from seed. [Hearth and Home.
moderate oven.
thief, and imparted his suspicions to the pro<ui i <11(1'.
capture of the offenders, and added that his
Take ton pounds of potash: put it
prietors of the store, and his reasons for :
0 :■ half barrel: turn on il two
I lie rain that, falls on the roof of a barn will them.
porter could swear to one at least of the
pailfuls of Hot wa11
ilie next day melt twelve pounds of grease water the cattle
Mrs. Wilson at this juncture became so
gang.
kept
inside,
“1
should
like
to
01 I turn in; >lir it
have a few words with
thoroughly, and then add a pailA smart woman with dry wood and soft water
alarmingly
pale, that be feared she was about
let water every day until your half-barrel is
your porter,” he said.
to faint, and sprang, up to open the window
•‘til 'tie it well when you add the water. If you close at hand has her work half done.
but I hope you .don’t suspect
“Certainly,
and admit the fresh air. As be rose from bis
'■••n't want yourgrease to accumulate to that amount
Green wood cannot be burned. It is better to
him, as he is an old favorite, and has been in chair the door was
inake less at a time,
say three pounds of grease, dry it by the beat of the summer sun, than in the our
violently opened, and
and a half of potash, in proportion. Be sure stove.
employ for years."
Vaughan burst into the room, his clothes disoa x- -sei
in
“Not
the
but
1
make
it
in
he
can
is
you
least;
strong.
fancy
help ordered, his face heated, and his whole asNeighbors should combine and buy together a
'■i x.u Cakes. For the
Did you ever hoar of a sneak
crust, take tlircequarters good portable horse-power, and then have their us for all that.
*
pect denoting great anxiety. Seeing Mr.
pound of flour, half a pound of butter, one wood piles cut up with comfort and
sir
?
liief,
dispatch.
lie hesitated, and a look of intell1
water, and ten eggs, Boil the flour and the
Johnson,
l"'1'
Farms
soon
run down that sell their
“No. What are they ?”
hull, r together; stir in the flour while it is
hay. Mr.
and alarm was exchanged between
boiling,
igence
Mcchi.
the
great
.lie.! then let il cool. When cold, add 1 lie
English farmer, prefers that the
“If you will send for the porter, and stay
egg well products of his, farm shall
himself and Mrs. Wilson,
lie then, by a
Men. To make the custard, use one
go to market on the here while I
pint of milk, loot.
question him, you will soon great effort, partially recovered his
lour eggs, two
of sugar, and u half a
composcups
cup of
understand
that.”
'1
hose who house their carts ami
flour. Boil the milk, and xvliile it is
for the mode of his entrance,
wagons in
boiling add tile
The porter shortly entered the room, look- ure, apologized
-near, eggs and flour, and flavor it with lemon. ! ltobin Hood's barn—all out doors—arc often seen !
and said that he had expected to see his sisto the black-smith and
I h op tile crust cti tins, and hake them in a
wheelwright shop ing very much alarmed- He had heard of ter alone, and had something of importance
quick travelling
oxen fifteen or
twenly minutes. When they are (or repairs. The hubs of wheels are ma le of elm, i tlie. robbery, and that a police officer was to
a poor timber to bear
lulu open them at the sides, and
say to her. The merchant immediately
exposure.
put in as much
| closeted with Mr, Johnson, and naturally prepared to leave, and had
custard as possible. Ii is a great improvement to
You had better not keep stock than allow their feared that he had fallen
exchanged fareunder suspicion. wells with the
ihr appearance of the crust to rub it over xvitli
widow, when the door again
the manure to be wasted. It must not burn and lire The first words
of the detective, however,
x bite of an
m
egg before it is baked.
opened, and, to his amazement, his ware| hlllS great heaps, nor be washed away by water relieved him from all
(> 11. n <. Ha it nk.sk Leather.
Oils when appiicd drenching from the eves.
apprehension on that house porter entered with a letter in his
The liquid portions
to dry leather,
invariably injure it: and if to leutli- should be absorbed by something, and the solid score.
and gave it to him without saving a
ontaimng too piueli water, tlie oil eannotenter. kept troui heating and
“Now my man, I want to ask you a few hand,
exposure. [S. E. Farmer.
U et the harness over
word. After obtaining leave from the lady
night, cover it with a blankand you must answer me carefully.
et. and m the morning it will tie
questions,
damp and supple—Vaughan had moved to the window, and
Il.ui.N Itcii on Cattle, At this season of the Don’t be
then apply ncuisfool oil in small
frightened, we know that you have was
quantities and’
XX dll
so linieii
looking out, with his back to the rest—
Ibow grease as xvill ensure its dis- year, as well as later in the season, cattle are liable had
to
do
with
this
but
I
nothing
robbery,
to tins disease, which, if not arrested
broke the seal and read the following in pen-emiuatiiig itseif through.ml tin- leather. A sott
upon its first
can
me
in
out
who cil ; “Don’t leave the room till T
help
finding
will be sure to go through a stock, and fancy you
pliant harness is ( asy to handle, ami lasts longer appearance,
come!”
be .it equal
than a neglocled om
damage to the growth of a stock. Its had.”
Never Use vegetable oils'un
written upon a card bearing the detective’s
are
scurf on the external part of the
“V ery {rood, sir; but! don’t know how.”
leather; and among the animal oils, neatsfoot is symptoms
name.
body, which most generally makes its first appear.
Though he could not for the life of
the liest.
“Who closed the warehouse last night?”
Slice around the
him guess at the meaning of the above, he
< uHNH and Bunions.
eyes and nose, and which is ulTo euro corns take a
“1 did, sir.”
attended
wa>s
with an
determined to do as he was bidden, if possimoii, cut a
piece of it oil. and nick it so as to let reupe. is said to be u sure itching. : The following
“And you are certain that all was securelyu the toe with the corn.
remedy Lard and suiTie this on at night so
ble, and contented himself with nodding to
fastened
?”
mix
Hi lt it cannot
and
apply all over
move, anil vou will liml the next
his
n'! .tr" r‘IUl p,llvts>
and saying, ‘Tell the gentlcmau
morning, that, xvitli a blunt knife, the corn xvill iurUorabrush*’ "U<1 n,b thorouK|,1y with the
“Exactly the same as every other night.” to beporter,
quick, then.”
me away to a great extent.
“And the fastenings had not been tamperTwo or three apThe porter vanished, and Mr. Johnson, alplications will effect a thorough cure. Bunions are
ed with in any way when you undid them in
mole didciilt to
Rufus K. Page, who died in
though feeling acutely the awkwardness ot
cure; but the following lias proved
Hallowed
on the morning?”
the situation, did the best tiling lie could do
remedy in some eases: Make an ointment of half llio Gtli mst.9 at tlic a^o of hj{
yoavs was a n*i~
“No, sir.”
m ounce ol
under the circumstances, and asked Vaughan
spermaceti and txvelve grains of iodine, live of Exeter, N. H., and in
life
.m l
removearly
“Well, now, who was the first person to wherefore he left him so
apply twice or thrice a day.
ed to this State. At one time he was the
Hama ( umno
abruptly in the
whom you spoke to-day ?”
Take borax two
Lup in.
street.
The former endeavored to make
ounces; gum Arabic one
in
the
State.
He
and hot water largest shipowner
was the
drachm;
“1
think
it
was
one
of
not boiling) one
Mr.-.’’(Naming
some reply, but his nervousness increased so
quart; stir, and as soon as the in- first to open the iee trade in Maine, in build- the
clerks.)
gredients are dissolved, add three
an iee house upon tin; Kennebec
table-spoonfuls
painfully that it was incoherent.
ing
"
river.
but
won’t
“Ah,
do.
Of
Did
not
xpicds
thinking
anyeampbor. On retiring lo rest He was the owner,of the tirst line of
THE AUKF.ST.
XX11 tin hair with the above
steamone
to
or
ask
of
speak
you,
liquid and roll it ill ers
any questions
twists ol paper as usual.
running between the Kennebec and Bos- you ?”
Once
the
door opened, hut this time
SWEET 1*01 ATO I*< ihuno. One
again
pound of sweet ton. In 1812 ho sent from Portland to the
“Yes, a gentleman did ask me what time it was the detective who appeared, closely
potatoes, boil. .I and smashed tine, or grated xvliile Mediterranean the
first
AmeriBangor—the
Mr. Johnson usually came to the store, as he followed
blit SI X eggs well beaten, :i-t lb. of
by a couple of policemen. Advancsugar, the same can steamer that ever passed
"
through the wanted to see him about some orders.”
butter, grated h'liiou rind, a nutmeg, a wine
to where Vaughan stood, apparing
straight
Straits
of
Gibraltar.
with
his
of
He,
glass
son'w. R.
brandy: line the dish ^vitli naste. When
“What sort of a man was he ? can you detransfixed with fear, belaid his hand on
ently
baked sprink e the top xvitli fine
also
owned
Page,
the'Marmora, which was scribe him?”
sugar.
his shoulder and said :
How to Manaok Bees. The American
Bee the first screw steamer of any nation that
“He was a young gentleman, very pleasant“Will you come quietly ? or must I use
.journal, in referring to an instance where a swarm ever stirred the waters of the
Mediterranean.
•>1 bees settled
with
a
dark,
and very- force ?”
spoken,
moustache,
upon the head of a horse1 standing Mr.
m front of a
Page was also the first Mayor of tin*city well dressed. He said he came from the
church, and the owner, who wmt to
“To the dismay of Mr. Johnson, who exits assistance, was stun"
senseless, says that all of Hallowed, and a member for forty years country, and was traveller to a firm in the
Hie
pected an outburst of passion, Vaughan askdifficulty eon Id have been obviated hv wprink- of the First Congregational Church of the same line as ours, who were
going to buy ed in a trembling voice :
nni( cold water upon them.
place.
largely from us.”
“What is it you want me for?
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NUMBER 33.

Excess of bonus and
actual

usury over

debt,

Let the

laboring

the

$179,134,718
men

and tax payers

re-

member that out of $2,921,983,194 claimed
“Robbery of i? 0,000 worth of goods from
the bondholders they are called upon to
this gentleman’s store. Have you anything
Hon. Daniel W. Voorhecs, Representative by
to say about it ?”
pay
$1,550,558,956 or about $180,000,000 more
from Indiana, has just made ono of the most
“Not to you.” And he hold out his hands
than half of the amount claimed as duo them
forcible speeches ever delivered on the floor
for the handcuffs.
the bondholders, not one
penny of which,
During the scene no one had thought of of Congress,—a speech that should be read by
as Air. Voorhces shows, has ever been reMrs. Wilson, but their attention was now
by every man, woman and child in the councalled to her by a heavy fall upon the ground
ceived by the government.
We hope to publish it in full at an early
and they perceived that the unfortunate lady try.
THE MAINE HISTORICAL SOCIETY.
had fainted away. Mr. Johnson as soon as day.
A very interesting meeting of the Maine
It contains, says the Concord People, facts
lie could breathe again, demanded from the
police officer the meaning of the intrusion, so startling, and arguments so conclusive Historical Society was held in this city on
insisted upon it that there was some mistake, that no
Tuesday afternoon and evening. 10th inst.
man, whatever his political belief
and attributed the agitation of Vaughan and j
During the afternoon seveAl papers were
his sister to the horror they felt at a charge j may be, who gives it candid consideration, read by the Secretary, Rev. Dr. Ballard of
of this sort being brought against a gentle- can fail to be impressed. Below we publish Brunswick. The first was a paper prepared
Rev. Mr. Vetromile of Biddeford, relating
man.
j such extracts as space will permit, relating by
to the custom among the Indians of celebratThe detective, without saying a word, fitted I
to the creation of the debt, and the
propor- ing the Summer Solstice by kindling bon-fires
the handcuffs on the young man’s wrists, and
signed to the policemen to remove both from tion the amount claimed by the bondholders in the square ot the principal settlements.
The tact that the day designated for the celeAs soon as the door closed be- bears to the amount
the room.
j
actually received by the bration was
St. John’s day would go to show
hind them (Mrs. Wilson was carried out) lie 1
Mr.
Voorhecs
commences with
goverment.
that it was adopted after their conversion to
smiled and said: “1 know well enough what
the first issue of bonds in 1862 bearing
L am about, sir, but did not like to arrest
Catholicism, but there is abundant evidence
friends of yours until I had satisfied myself six per cent, interest, and due in twenty that they practiced the, custom long before,
and did not take it from Europeans that
that I was not wrong in my suspicions. years. lie first gives the amount issued
by
Vaughan is the man who held your porter in the goverment during that first year; then, came to the country after Columbus’ time.
The Phoenicians observed the rite.
conversation, while his confederates were re
the average price of gold for the same
The next paper read, was prepared by G.
curing the plunder, and from all accounts it taking
seems they knew well where to go.
Mrs. year, lie estimates the cost of the bonds to E. Emery of Lynn, Mass. It was accomWilson was often in your store, I am told; the purchaser in cold, which, beins deducted panied by a photograph of an Indian idol,
wmen was iounu near boscawen, N. tt.
can you tell me whether she appeared to ex- from the
par value of the bonds, shows the
The third paper was prepared by Dr. N. T
amine the place at all ?”
actual profit to the purchaser in the first in- True, and treated of the radical nub in the
In a moment a light broke over the mind
of Mr Johnson, and he remembered his in- stance, not taking interest into account;; ho Algonquin language, which the Dr. conterview with the widow, some few days be- then adds to this profit the interest already cludes means eye, or circle of light.
The fourth paper was a communication
fore.
paid on the same, and the interest yet to be
from Mr.
of Belfast, transmitting
“Why,” lie said, “I showed her all over paid, which gives the amount claimed by the a book Williamson
published in 1830. Joseph P. Marthe store mrself. What a fool I must have bondholders as their due, and for which taxtin, of Prospect, a revolutionary soldier,
been.”
payers have never received any equivalent.
“Ah,” said the detective, laughing, “it’s Wo give below his statement for each year who died at the age of 91 years, was the author. The book is full of interest as a
the old game, after all. I thought so; a to the present.
personal narrative of the
clever woman is always to be found
conot
m
1-38
1-2.
sufferings, dangers,
1862,
Average price
gold
iyi
fortitude and patriotism of the fathers of the
Amount of bonds sold,
junction with these fellows.”
§60,982,450
“Well, I could forgive the sister; she may Amount paid for them,
44,030,649 Republic.
The fifth paper read, was a remonstrance
have been led away; but as for her brother”—
to Thomas Pownall, Esq., Governor of Mas“Lord bless you, sir—he is no more her Amount of bonus, clear gain to the
bondholder,
16,951,801 sachusetts, against the petition of Sylvester
brother than you are; all we have to do is to Interest
already paid on bonus,
6,102,654 Gardiner and others, who wanted the Kennesit still, and we shall shortly have the rest of Interestjyet to be paid on bonus,
14,239,526 bec
purchase set off as a separate county and
the gang here. When left you I ran off to
Amount paid and yet due the bond
Pownalborough as the shire town. The reyour store, after setting a watch on the
holder for which lie never paid a
monstrants urged various reasons against
houses, and brought the porter back to me.
cent.
§37,293,981 the petitioner, among which was that there,
I was at a standstill for a moment as to the
were no public houses, and parties might
Average price of gold in 1863, 1.58.
best step to take next, when I was told that
Amount of bonds issued,
§160,687,550
perish in going to court. It also argues
into
I
scribhad
the
house.
then
you
gone
Amount paid for them,
101,890,854 against the claims of the petitioners to the land
bled the note and sent it up, to enable your
The sixth paper was made up of a series
man to take a look at the prisoner, as T did Amount of
59.096.690
bonus,
ot notices ot the Pownall family .anil extracts
not wish to make a mistake, and also to de- Interest already paid on bonus,
17,729,010
53,187,030 from manuscripts given to Eliza S. Quincy
tain you in the room in case they should at- Interest yet to be paid on bonus,
in 1848 by the nephew of Pownall, and copied
tempt to escape. He swore positively to him, Amount paid and yet due the bondtor the Maine Historical Society. There is
he
his
on
his
saw
and
back,
although
only
holder for which lie paid noth ins
an interesting account of a journey to Bosso
I
came
and
the
rest
at
up myself,
all,
doing
you
§130,042,736 ton in 1770.
know, as far as this house is concerned. I
Average price of gold in 1864, 2.01.
The seventh paper presented was the
one
of
men
to
make
despatched
inquiries Amount of bonds issued,
my
§381,493,250 rough draft of Josiah Quincy’s speech
of several of the leading railway ticket of- Amount
for
them,
paid
189,097,636 against the separation of Maine and Massafices, and from his report I have good reason
chusetts.
to believe that the whole party meditated an Amount of bonus,
191,594,614
Mr. Benson of Brunswick gave an account
Interest already paid on bonus,
45,082,708
to
some
of
out
the
cities
emigration
large
Interest yet to he paid on bonus,
183,930,832 of the origin of Article 8 of the Constitution
West to-morrow. So we have only just had
of Maine, relative to education. He shows
time to put the stopper upon them.”
Amount paid and yet to be paid, for
that it was written by Thomas Jefferson.
Mr. Johnson, burning with
nothing was ever received
indignation at which
President Bourno read a, paper upon the
§421,508,154
discovering the real character of the people by the Government,
block-houses and garrisons. He menearly
he had been associating with, resolved to
ot
in
1.43.
I860,
Average price
gold
tioned a number ot these and of the heroic
stay and see the end of the whole affair. In Amount of bonds issued,
§279,746,150 defences made by the settlers against the
the course of an hour the front-door bell Amount paid for them,
208,214,090 French and Indians. A man accused of
of
emiand
two
rang violently,
young men,
of these and
Amount
of
bonus,
were
ushered
into
the
room.
71,532,060 witchcraft was seized in one
nently exterior,
I nterest
12,876,775 sent to Massachusetts. This led to a talk
paid on bonus,
Seeing two strangers seated there, they were Interest already
yet to be paid on bonus,
72,902,70S about witchcraft, and that it never was enterconsiderably astonished, and muttered someA negro came to one ot
tained in Maine.
thing about expecting to find Mr. Vaughan. Amount paid and yet to be paid which
the settlements and preached it but met with
is without any consideration,
‘•All right sir,” said the detective; ‘‘I will
§157.370,540
so strong opposition that lie soon left.
lead you to him when I have had a moment’s
Average price of gold in 1866, 1.11.
Mr. Bradbury presented a communication
conversation with you. He kind enough to Amount of bonds issued.
§124,914,400 from
Judge Weston relative to George Evans.
allow me—” and he advanced with liandcutl's Amount paid for them,
88.591,773
Judge Weston says that when he was made
in either hand.
They attempted to bluster;
36,322,027 Judge he had a crier to appoint, and that
but on being told that the ‘•game was up” Amount, of bonus,
4,358,716 Daniel Evans, the father of Geo. Evans, askand Vaughan is custody, they subsided, and Interest already paid on bonus,
Interest yet to be paid on bonus,
39,228,444 ed for the appointment that he might send
looked very blank indeed. In a few minutes
George to college. Mr. Bradbury hoped
they were all conveyed to prison, before any Amount paid and yet to lie paid av
that some member of the society might be
bonus and interest on bonus for
intimation of the occurrence had reached the
which the bondholder never pa «<
appointed to write a biographical sketch.
ears of the neighborhood.
§79,909,787
The next paper presented was prepared bv
anything,
RECOVERING 1‘KOI‘EKTV.
Average price of gold in 1867, 1.39.
One thing remained to be done, and that
Judge Williamson, on Religious Denominawas to ascertain the whereabouts of the sto- Amount of bonds issued,
§421,409,550 tions in Maine at the close of the Revolution
Another paper was from Dr. True on the
303,216,503
len property.
The amount must be, all Amount paid for them.
use of copper by the Indians, in which litagreed, very great, to have enabled the eon- \mount of bonus.
118,254,047 took
ground that it came from European
spiritors to keep up so good a style. This Interest paid on bonus.
7,095,243
traffic.
134,809,617
dillieulty was easily solved. One of the po- Interest yet to be paid 011 bonus,
A paper on the early settlement of the
licemen on watch had seen the young men
Penobscot ridiculed the idea of ancient Noissue tram a house a few doors distant from Amount paid and yet to be paid as
bonus and interest on bonus, clear
the one occupied by Vaughan and his sister.
rombega, and east doubts upon many stategain to the bondholder,
§260,158,907 ments relative to the settlement, ft states
On repairing thither, startling revelations
of
in
1.36.
1868,
Average price
gold
that Norombega means a still stretch in a rivtook place, ft was found that Mrs. Wilson
§425,443.800 er between falls, and that Norridgewoek
had been the manageress of a baby institu- Amount of bonds issued,
Amount paid for them,
312,826,323 means much the same.
tion, and derived large profit therefrom.
In the evening the society assembled in
IIow she obtained the children is and ever Amount of bonus.
112,617,477
will be a mystery. Certain it is that the po- Interest paid on bonus,
6,757,048 the Representatives’ Hall, and a paper was
Interest yet to be paid on bonus,
128,383,932 read giving some account of the attack of the
lice, when they searched the house, discover- Amount
of bonus and interest on bo“rebels” upon (Jastine iu 1779, taken from
ed several infants, and all the necessary apnus paid and to lie paid entirely
some
left in the hands of the heirs of
pliances for many more. The nurse in destitute of consideration,
§247,758,457 Win. papers
Readhead, a native of England, who
charge (for the babies were well tended) imthus
the
statement
of
six
Having
given
had settled in that locality and joined the
plied that a great number had been sent
British forces. These papers show that Sir
per cent, bonds, he then proceeds :
away at various times, and the only probable
All tlic bonds which I have thus far consid- John Moore began his services at Castine.
solution of this strange matter was that there
The next paper read was the report of the
existed in New York a class of people who ered bear six pur cent, interest. During the
1866. 1867, Secretary of the committee appointed to exwere able and willing to pay heavy premiums years, however, of 1864, 1865,
to any person charitable enough to relieve and 1868, there were issued live per cent, amine the oyster shell bed at Pemaquid and
them from the trouble of rearing their oil- bonds amounting in all to the sum of $195,- Damariscotta. The paper gave the extent
spring. In the lower apartments valuables 139,550, which, at the various estimates al- of these beds and their formation. It must
of all kinds were brought to light, such as ready made of the price of gold, cost the pur- have been a great bivalve country, and the
silks, jewelry, gold ornaments, etc., and for chasers the sum of $122,957,410. The bonus inhabitants must have given themselves up
to the bondholders growing out of the sale of to the work of consuming this delectable
many of them owners were found. The
three young thieves are all undergoing long these bonds amounts to $72,182,140. The in- shell-fish. Mingled with the oyster shells
sentences, bul the implication of Mrs. Wil- terest thus far received on tliis fictitious $72,- were the bones of birds, beasts, and even
That human beings. They also found abundant
son, (who was really well born, and the wid- 000,000 and upward is $11,679,296.
which remains to lie received in the future, remains of coal, proving that the shell deposow of a colonel) was no easy matter, with
such consummate tact had she acted her part on the same fraudulent basis, will reach its were made by men. All the remains and
She did not, however, escape scot-free, as $132,684,958. The transactions of these five the offal go to prove a large population over
Mr. Johnson, to his own chagrin, learned years in five per cent, bonds may he stated in an extended period of time, accustomed to
culinary art, which indicates a race of Eurothat the fair widow had availed herself of a condensed form thus:
this kind oiler a few days previously, and Amount of bonds issued,
§195,139,550 pean tastes and habits. On the skeletons,
122,957,410 too, were found copper helmets. Whence
had succeeded in obtaining a quantity of Amount paid for them,
came this class ?
The author claims that
goods on credit, that were lost to him for- Amount of bonus,
72,182,140 every record and tradition points to the
ever.
Interest paid on bonus,
11,079,290 Northmen.
Mr. Bradbury suggested that
For obvious reasons we have suppressed Interest yet to be paid on bonus,
132,884,958
the country was long occupied by Indians,
the real names of the chief actors in this litand that the strata of soil of which there are
tle comedy; but our readers may rest assured Amount of bonus and interest on (si
nus paid and to tie paid, for which
three, indicate centuries when, from some
that in every other respect the tale is strictly
the bondholder never paid a dolcause, the assemblies at these oyster depostrue.
lar,
§218,546,394
its were omitted.
Mr. Ballard suggested
A Ctnuous Case of Polygamy. Just in
My former statements and calculations es- that as all the Indians aloug the coast were
the outskirts of Poughkeepsie, N. Y., lives a tablish the
following table, as showing the under one confederation, that in the oysterman by the name ot Warren, who for years amount of the
people’s obligations which the eating season they assembled here from hunhas enjoyed a plurality of wives, much to tnc bondholders obtained in the creation ot the dreds of miles and enjoyed a protracted
disgust of the entire neighborhood. Warren national debt each year for nothing—for ab- feast. Mr. Sowall spoke of the possibility,
if not probability, of this race that dwell
many years ago married a young lady, and solutely nothing:
for years lived on in perfect harmony, but 1862
$37,293,981 here being a mingling of the Northmen and
one day she sickened and she and her friends 1863
130,012,736 Indians;
certainly there existed strong
1861
421,508,154
tor the presumption.
supposed she would die; at this crisis she 1865
grounds
157,370,540
became anxious about the welfare of her hus- 1866
Mr. Sewall of Bath then read an extended
79,!K)9,787
band and busied herself in selecting her suc- 1807
200,158,907 paper, respecting the settlements of Pemacessor, who was to share with Warren the 1868
247,758,457 quid. Ho finds the remains of streets, forts,
joys of matrimonial bliss. This difficulty she Bonus mill iuterst oil live per rent bond,216,545,394 tanneries and other manufactures. He is of
at last overcame by selecting a woman she
that there was an extensive trade
the
Total,
$1,550,558,956 and opinion
settlement here, of which there is no
thought worthy to follow in her footsteps.
Here stands, then, the stupendous total of
Once settled in her mind, she desired the
record except that left by the remains.
twain to be made one flesh, even before her $1,550,558,950, which the party now in power
A letter was road from President Harris
the
shall
under
inexorable
people
pay
says
death, that she might be made happy in her
the clam shell heaps at Oak Bay,
respecting
last moments. They were accordiugly mar- penalties, not one cent of which I have near St. Andrews, N. B. [Maine Farmer.
left
the
coffers
of
the
over
speculator
ried by her bedside, and the sick woman hav- proved
found its way. into the Treasury of a disThe New York Democrat, in its leading
ing her heart’s wish gratified turned over to or
tressed
and
struggling country. I invoke editorial of the 24th, states that Edwin M.
die, but it was not so to be, for she, much to
shall
and
at
all
the astonishment of all parties, rapidly grew scrutiny upon my statements,
Stanton died of suicide by cutting his own
better, and soon recovered her health, only to times defend their substantial correctness.
throat, in remorse for the murder of Mrs.
But in this connection let us recapitulate
find her husband given to another.
Surratt. The suddenness of the death, and
This was more than the woman bargained also upon another point; let us sec distinctly the fact that no one was permitted to see the
for, but tin) t wo females fixed up the matter how much money the bondholders actually face, as is usual at funerals, give color to the
and it was agreed that they would live in did loan, did advance upon the bonds of the report.
to aid the great cause of nationharmony in the same house, and thus they government
1 have already established the facts,
At a very successful seance in Cincinnati
lived for years. Both women raised a fam- al unity.
them in tabular form. The the other night, a man burst into tears when
ily of children; one had six and the other and now place
live. Some of these children are grown up payments of the bondholders were ns fol- the medium described very accurately a tall,
lows :
men and women at the present time,
blue-eyed spirit standing by him, with side
$44,030,649 whiskers and his hair parted in the middle.
About six months ago the women quar- 1862
101,890,854 “Do you know him ?” inquired a man at his
relled and the husband was called on to set- 1863
189,697,636
1864
in a sympathetic whisper. “Know him ?
tle the difficulty, and he espoused the cause 1865
208,214,090 side,
of the youngest wife and it was determined 1866
88,591,773 I guess I do,” replied the unhappy man, wipon by the two to get the old wife out of the 1867
1103,215.503 ing his eyes. “He was engaged to my wife.
312,826,323 If he hadn’t u died he would have been her
house, which was speedily accomplished, 1808
and she is now doing housework in the neigh- Amount paid for the live percent.
husband instead of me. Oh, George, George,”
limit is,
122,957,410 he murmured, in a voice choked with emoborhood, while the second wife enjoys the
bed and board that were once hers.
Total.
why did you peg out?”
STARTLING FACTS AND FIGURES.

$1,371,424,238

tion, “why,

Great

Freshet

on

the

Heavy Damages—Bridges Destroyed—Buildings Floated Off—-Towns Submerged,
The

day, which

&c.

Friday anil Saturcomparatively harmless in

rain storm oi'

severe

was

made a raging and
destructive torrent of the Kennebec river, resulting in immense damage. We copy the
following account from the Daily Kennebec

the Penobscot

Journal of

region,

Monday:

When it cleared off cold on Saturday evening, it
was thought that the sudden change in the weather
would save the ice and prevent a disastrous freshet.
But the storm was so wide-spread and violent that
the ice had become weakened, and early Sunday
morning it broke up from below the. Kennebec
bridge and cleared the river opposite this city.
About ten o'clock, the ice broke up above the dam
and came crushing in monstrous piles over the
»laiu, stopping in its course only when reaching
the jam which hud already formed at Ilallowell.
The' sight was * sublime but awful one. as it was
apparent that Die railroad bridge was now growing shakv on its foundations,and would have to yield
to the great pressure. The water now rose rapidly—at one time in less than half an hour rising five
Water street from the stone bridge to the
feet.
foot of t'lislnioe heights was flooded. The water
ante into Die second story of Wyman’s mill.
Workmen were engaged Friday in removing manufactured lumber from the mill.
Great damage was done to the works of the
Messrs. Sprague. The stone work supporting the
wooden arches caved in. leaving the arches, spoiling at least two months' hard work. The new
curding machinery which has but recently been
put into Die old mill was damaged to the extent of
$10,000. The jam at Ilallowell caused the water
to rise so rapidly that it became apparent that the
ailroud bridge could not hold out much longer,
barge masses of ice struck the wood work as it
passed under. In a few minutes more the boards
began to ip oil'on each side the bridge, giving that
strwtnrp tin- ‘uuuvirntipp of fin r* norm nil s hoir.
comb.
Occasionally a large junk of ice would
strike it. rocking it the whole length. At five minutes past eleven the second span on the east side
swaved and settled gently into the water. Without 'lioing shattered, that part started on its waydown river towards the Kennebec bridge. It was
tlien that Die immense crowd of people that bad
blackened C'ushnoe heights, the tops of buildings
and both banks of the river, held their breaths, for
all seemed settled in Die idea that tlie Kennebec
bridge mil t go. The floating section of the railroad bridge struck the lower bridge about the centre of the eastern span, high up ou its sides, with a
loud crash that told that the bridge was stoutly resisting Die force. The floating span was smashed
into kindling wood, and passed under without material damage to the Kennebec bridge. Then a
loin 1 cheer went up from the crowd and confidence
in the old Kennebec bridge in a measure restored.
About five minutes after this another span west of
the one just carried away also gave way, striking
in its descent the central "pier of the lower bridge,
and was crushed into atoms, one half going on the
east side of the pier, and the other half on Die west
-idc. The bridge had stood larger jams than the
one which took it away, all having the effect to ]
weaken it more and more. Logs were forced thro'
the bridge, and as Die ice would strike them on the
end they would act as levers and snap like a pipestem.
The sections of Die bridge lodged about
opposite the hospital grounds. Just before the
railroad bridge broke, three men came across, accomplishing the foolhardy and hazardous feat just
as the bridge wont down.
10 rcunu

10

lie

the
gone and broken up in several places above
old ice jam of last January. 15elo\v this jam, up to
4 o’clock the ice was good, and a large force of men
N. 0. Hitched had
was trying to save some of it.
40 meii at work all day putting in iee. The Galdiner bridge moved at one time some three or four
feet down river: one pier near the bridge was
swept awav. The ice piled up in huge masses
it was thought
against tbe'bridge. and al one timesome
1
14 inches,
The river bad fallen
to bo unsafe.
will be saved.
iee
and
the
holds
bridge
if
the
jam
| and
At the Knickerbocker houses the water was up to
! the railroad track and around the houses about a
foot deep, hut tliev stood the flood all right. The
streets have been crowded anil the Western L moil
with
Telegraph office was tilled to the uttermost
anxious citizens waiting to hear from the up-river
to
South
Gardiner,
roads
leading
stations. The
Pittston and Hallowell are all flooded so as to render passing Impossible.
The telegraph wires up river are all down, and
the intelligence from that section is mostly gleaned
from private sources. At Solon, damage to considerable extent was done to mills and dams on the
Kail brook. The bridges at Madison and Norridgewoek. across the Kennebec, have been swept
away. The freshet piled the ice up so that it was
in many places four or five feet thick, completely
cleaning out almost everything from Anson to Au-

overiioweu street.

great

neat

oi

iee

lore its

that support it, are well set forth in a recent
letter from Hartford to the Boston Advertiser. In enumerating the means to be used
in that State to effect its
by the
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as

well

as

there is nothing better than a well connewspaper to mould opinion, but to make
It should he sent regularly
| doubtful voters certain.
for a year at least—until those who have it will no
the beggars' list, hut will
oil
j longer consent to be
J have it at its \aluc. The cost to the committee
would hardlv exceed their present outlay, and,
beyond all, there would he a substantia! benefit
wl’iieh it is not now possible to derive. I know of
one experiment whieli the democratic, committee
£ried in this matter, that proves the virtue of longcontinued newspaper visits. They took a town.
Where the republican majority was forty, and
mailed one hundred copies of a rabid democratic
sheet to ■•wavering" men for a year, and the next
year carried the town by twenty-five majority.

SIMPSON, j Certainly
ducted

H.

WILLIAM

that to which it is to go.

On Sunday night, the second of January, a man
crazed with whiskey entered the room of a woman
in this eitv, and shot her with a revolver which in
Ins madness ho had procured for that purpose. A
murder was committed, and the assassin was
siezod. He was tried before a jury of his peers, I
and found guilty of the highest crime" known to the
law. lie is a murderer, because he took one life.—
The fa to of a murderer is hanging by the neck till j
he is dead. So two lives will have been sacrificed
\\Y
to the frenzy which rum carried to the brain.
suppose the mail who sold the murderer ins liquor
on tiiat Sunday morning lives not far enough away to
know that the mixture he poured sent that bullet
The man who awaits the
to the victim's heart.
execution in prison is guilty of one murder; the
mail who sold him that liquid tire which maddened
him to forget everything save the gratification of
iiis baser passions is guilty of two murders. We
desire to rail the attention to this fact of those who
do not believe a man’s “beverage” is suitable subject for legislation. The man who commits a
single murder is hunted to death; the double murThe lesion is
derer is stilt selling his poison.
pregnant with meaning, and we commend it to
those who think we have temperance legislation
[ lianenough and that the law is well enforced
gor Whig.

There has been no material damage done at
Show began. Iee jammed below Somerset Hills
Saturday night and piled in huge masses wit b logs
The damage sustained
on the shore and islands.
at Kendall's Hills was light. About noon Saturday
water undermined the culvert on the P. A K. I!. P>.
above Waterville. and a portion of it, 50 feet long
and 30 feet deep, was washed out. Superintendent
Lincoln was soon informed of the trouble, and immediately sent a train with timber sleepers and 30
These men worked
men to Waterville to repair it.
all night in conjunction wilti a crew furnished by
Snpt. Noves of the Maine Central. It took about
1000 sleepers to repair the damage. Passengers for
Skowhegan stopped at Waterville all night, those
going east on the M. C. R. It. connected near the
M. C. R. IL, which stopped for them there. The
roads are side by side at the break. As this train
passed up the river it seemed one vast field of ire.
The iee piled up on the shore like a'sea wall, crushing fences and forests and leaving huge boulders
of ice upon the adjacent lands.
The damage up the Sandy river must have been
very great. It is probable’ that the bridges over
the river are swept away. The damage to the
lumbering interest must tie’great. The loss of the
bridges at Madison and Norridgewock will be most
severely felt by the public. The water at Norridgewoelv was live feet higher than during the October
freshet. A sick woman in a house on the south
side was taken across on a raft.
l no bridge at seven .Mile brook lias boon jammed
up stream by the iee, and a small bridge near this
on the railroad line has been carried away.
The greatest loss bv the storm and freshet will
fall upon the Portland and Kennebec Co. [twill
require at least three months to rebuild their bridge
at this place, while the inconvenience and expense
of transmitting freight and passengers will he a
loss to the company that cannot be (stimated. At
the present time it is thought that the damage to
the companv bv the freshet will not fall short of

LETTER

FROM

BOSTON.

LEGISLATIVE.
Tuesday, Feb. IS.

Correspondence of the Journal.

senate. On motion of Mr. Cushing, tile followorder from the House was tabled :
Ordered. That tin Committee on Federal l.viations lie diverted to inquire into the expediency m
Land---Rev. A L. Stone
Amusements— I reporting result ■ instructing our Senators and reour Kepresentatives in Congress to fata,i
Fashions.
j quitting
a
reduction of the tarill' on bituminous coal from
Boston. Feb. lh. 1*70.
one
dollar
i
and two ntv-tive cents to tittv cents p,
ton.
The last twenty-four hours have given tis as |
Subsequently the order w as called up by tin
great a variety of weather as eotihl possibly same Senator and amended so as to read as followOrdered, 'flint the Comm ttee oil Federal Keia
be imagined. Yesterday at noon a violent ti'in- be directed to
inquire into the expediency ot
raiu-stonn was prevailing, with the wind reporting resolve- instructing <>ur Senators and ri
in Congress to fatm
qiie-ting our Kepn -eutatiy,
coming from no particular quarter, lmt blow- the abolishment of the tarill on coal. Passed a
amended.
ing all around, if one may be permitted the j
>ii motion of Mr.
Cu-liing, bill an net to regular
expression. At about this time tic ein the formation and regulation
of railroad corporafathers, looking carefully after tin- health of tions, was taken form the table. After discussion
ind amendment, ii was laid on the table.
future generations, took the ease in band, and
Ke.nl and assigned. An act relating to penalties
of
le.'tmen or assessors for malfeasance in office
sounded Ihe tire alarm twice, and repeated
ill act to authori/i -V. I.. Froliock ct ids., to extend
tints announcing to the eight hundred school a wharf into tin tide waters of Penobscot
Bay, in
,
teachers of Boston that they might dismiss the town of l.ineolm di
tty Mr. Carlton. Bill an act to authorize S. D
their thirty-three thousand pupils and go Carlton ct ids,, m estend their wharf into title Wa! ters of
Kuekport harbor, in the tow n of Camden
This order
; home until the rain was over.
Iteferrcd to the committee on Interior Waters.
seemed in no wise to affect the rain, and it
Hi.it si
Mr. AVliidden. from the Committee on
the
on order reported hill an act to rekept on pouring, and pelting upon the de- peal Judiciary,
act
an
entitled an act for reviews in criminal
1 fenceless heads of all those who braved ii- cast-. Printed midi r the rule.
Same gentlemen, from tlie same committee, on
ftvrv, until about twelve o’clock at nhdit. order, reported
bill an act to amend section J o!
I
when
1
it vented its righteous indignation, and cliapt. K!2 of the Kevi-ed Statutes, relating to jurisdiction of Justices of the Peace. Printed mnlei
soothed its agitated feelings by exploding the rules.
into a second rate thunder and lightning I PETITIONS, BlI.I.S, *YC., PRESENTED AND Rl

Weather-Temperance Convention at Fre- ;
mont Temple--Rev. Dr. Miner—Grand Russian Concert--Mr. Slaviansky—The Sunset
j

Co.,
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Instance,

subscription

field

taking
workshop,

or

arguments

turning them over
hands are laboring, t hat
and

and over while the
convinces
The republicans have

always acted upon
this theory .giving liberal upport and circulation to their papers, and prospered as a parly
accordingly.

Will not the Democrats of this

---

AY
of ‘.he

are

party

to note the fact, that, several

glad

its party is carefully excluded lrom place shower, the first of the season. We have
had some other considerably loud thundering
among the officials whose duty it is to take
in
the city during the week, lint fortunately
in
the
Still,
care that the laws are executed.
have been spared the lightning. To return
face of all this profession the Whig volunto the weather.
This morning dawned thick
teers the statement that in the city of Bangor,
and
to
be
sure, but warm, balmy and
foggy,
the nnn-seller who has incited to double
spring-like. By noon the clouds bad all dismurder “is still selling his poison."
persed, and the sun shone out clear and
If rum caused this murder, if the

Whig’s

country take the hint ?

has

undertaken to suppress rumwith laws of its own enacting, and

selling,
republican papers of tlie State are looks calmly at the bloody work, is not the
speaking earnestly and manfully in favor of party responsible? In other words has not
dragging out of their hiding places the the livpocrac' and greed of the republican
men who were engaged in the
paper credit party sent that woman to her grave, and
PROPOSED UNION OF CHURCH AND STATE. robberies. The Portland Press speaks to the
that man on die road to the gallows ? is not
Th#re is a cloud gathering in our country’s
point. The Lewiston Journal replies to the the Whig r 'sponsible for its share in the
horizon, which, although now no bigger than Kennebec Journal that the officers of the
murderous business? And if the Whig and
a man’s hand, threatens to over-whelm us

towns were parties to the frauds, as follows—
It may be seen in the
Now we desire to ask any one who desires to see
triumph, if municipal officers who purchased
following paragraph, clipped from the tele- justice
$100,000.
what afterwards proved to be‘’paper” men, on such
The principal damage by (he freshet appears to
ot
news
the
day—
graphic
representations as these—as we know some of them,
he confined to the Kenehec. although our telegraphic
The association formed to secure the recognition and a, we believe most of them, did,—are to he
show
disaster
elsewhere.
to-night may
despatches
of Almighty God and the Christian religion in the held in any manner responsible for participation in
The water in the river at this city continued
Constitution of the United States, has issued a call what afterwards proved to he a fraud ? The comuntil dark, when it
fell. As

with untold

its party, in order to
frain from nutting its

woes.

few votes, reprohibition in force,

save a

bright, giving
one

us as

would wish

to

lovely
see.

an

afternoon

FERRED.

Petition of Frederic Spoffonl for leave to build a
wharf in tide waters in Buck-port.
Bill an act to extend wharf of Joshua Adamand Beni. Adams in Camden. Referred to the
Committee on Interior Waters.
Petition of G. W. Herbert ct l?s al-. of Bucks
port, for h charter for a Savings Bank. Iteferreti
in the Committee on Banks and Banking.
Remonstrance of Reuben Carver et. uls. citizenof \ inalluiveii against the petition of John S. Hop
kins et als. for removal of gates in said town. Re
ferred to the Committee on Railroads, Wav- and

as

Bridges.

Everybody was
the anticipations

Wednesday, Feb. to.
Sen vte. < Mi motion ot Mr. Cushing, the follow
House order wa* tabled :
were not ing
Ordered, That the Committee on Federal Relabe directed to inquire into the expediency •>{
tionanquite
resolves instructing our Senators and re
other affair. To-night it is so cold that per- | reporting
: que-ting our Representatives in Congress to favoi
sons might easily fancy themselves
transport- a reduction of the tariff on pig iron from nine dollars per ton ro three dollar* per ton.
ed to the North Pole. “It’s an ill wind that
The General Railroad Bill was taken from the
blows nobody any good,” saith the old adage. table, discussed and indefinitely postponed.
Memorial of J. S. Condon c’t ; I-., of Orland, on
And this particular wind the iee dealers are the subject of forest trees. Referred
t
tie- Comdoubtless
to see.
The iee at
and mittee on Agriculture.
abroad and jubilant, and
for “a glorious spell of weather”
a few. Alas! that reality should be

>

glad
ponds is

and still other murders are committed, who Fresh
is to be responsible for thanA terrible the workmen

Spy

said to be

a

foot thick, and

House.
IIITI.S,

busy harvesting tinan excurexpected
long
anticipate
less
is
recorded
blood-guilt!
bring
against
sion
the
to
last
mentioned
within
the
place
Whose is it, Mr.
or some party.
stationary
gradually
for a national convention, at Pittsburg. March 3d. mon sense of every man replies ‘‘no!’’ The munici- somebody
we closed our report, at
and
if
are realized,
midnight, the water has This call i« signified by William
week,
had
my
expectations
officers
a
to
that
the
of
?
right
suppose
filling
Strong, president pal
Whig
fallen about two feet. A gentleman from Vassalof the association; lion. James Pollock; Rev. quotas in this maimer, was right and proper; and
And if any reply is made to these com- shall be able to tell make some jottings
borough. informs us that'at that place there arc
Scott, of the M. K. church; and Gen. O. O. it is tile height of injustice to attempt to screen tile
Bishop
j
acres of iee vet to come down.
If tlii-jam limes
I Howard.
responsible parties in this infamy, behind the town ments, let the Whig honestly copy our article about the iee business.
in a body, the bridge at this place will have another
officers who were imposed upon. No, gentlemen,
I lie trainers os the Constitution ot the
Something to drink or something not to
Ice was coming down
as we have its own, and not state that “the
severe trial of its strength.
this dodge won't go down.
in large quantities up to midnight, indii ating that a
drink, seems to be the vexed question in
Stall's were wise and far-seeing men.
so and so.”
United
don’t
We
Journal
Belfast
The Waterville Mai! also demands an
says
portion of the jam had given wav.
Boston just at present. The friends >i' the
Yesterday was indeed a day of trial to our citi- [ They were not so far removed as we are honest, and thorough investigation, and gives like its emendations of our language.
zens. The" scenes witnessed had their parallel on
the times of religious wars and perse- the names of an
from
prohibition cause assembled in convention at
the Sabbath when the1 great conflagration swept
ex-Governor, an ex-Adour business street. The loss of property in the j cations.
They had a keener sense than jutant General, an IT. S. officer and a leading ARREST OF A BANKRUPT FOR CONTEMPT. Tremont Temple on Monday and Tuesday of
stores was but a secondary consideration compared
this week, to discuss the situation of affair*
earth radical member of the
we of to-day have ot the hell on
with the great anxiety felt for the saftv of the dam
present Legislature,
The Portland Press ol' the 14th gives the lmt like all other fanatical
and bridge. The extent of the freshet is without which may be forgotten of religious bigotry
meetings it
who have became rich out ot these iniquities.
a parallel in the history of this section.
The water
following report of a ease offirresl for con- amounted to nothing beyond showing the
and
intolerance.
The
tires
of
the
Smithtleld,
rose about twenty-live fort, reaching a point three
Tlie demand for an honest and thorough
tempt before the I nitvci States District Court, public how unchristian like many Christian
feet higher than the great freshet of 1ST,2. l-'rom Bells of St. Bartholomew, the bloody atheinvestigation is such, from the press and the Judge Fox presiding—
the steam-mill of the Kennebec Land A Lumber
ministers can be. Rev Dr. Miner, Fnivcrsalism of the French Revolution, the insanity
company for two miles down the river, there is a
In Bankruptcy, in the matter of K. K. Dresser,
people, that the odium of a failure to get
ist—of whom one can never think save in
perfect jam of iee and logs and broken fragments of the persecutions in Salem—were all nearer it will rest
In
ease Dresser hail been adjudged
this
Bankrupt.
upon the Legislature alone.
of bridges and buildings.
a liankrupt on the petition of his creditors, and a connection with Hood’s celebrated liimLater accounts state t be damage to be about $12.V to them, and clearly seen in their apprehenwarrant had been issued to tile Marshal as MesMr. Shepard S. Stevens, of Jiangor, who was re00O. The ice crop above Gardiner is ruined for the sion as
to
be
"Ahis for the rarity
dangers
senger, requiring him to take poscssion of all the
guarded against.
season, probably", and the loss proves io be immense.
of stealing
cently arrested in New York on
are

very
crop. I

They resolved that the compact which
Tlie loss in other parts of the State do not seem to
be so serious as was first supposed.
1 lie Portland should
hind these States, and constitute,
and Kennebec Railroad managers arc putting forth
s
within
it
to
but
it
will
a
efforts
sphere, the Supreme government,
he
slow
great
repair losses,
and heavy work.
should concern itself with political affairs on-

carried the

requisition

for his arrest to the Govern-

or of Illinois. <}. AY. Buekmore. and Axel Harford,
ly.
required form of Mayor of Belfast.—tlieir object being to extort
belief, no establishment of religion in con- money which they lost in unlawful speculation.
The above paragraph is floating about the
nection with the
no

There

on: NWIC.ATION INTEREST.

charge

$11,000 in bonds from a friend for whom lie was to
invest them, alleges his innocence, and claims that
he is the victim of conspiracy and perjury got up
hv Monroe Young of Ellsworth, the'officer who

was

to he no

government,
religions
In tie* National House of Representative- on tie*
test as a qualification for otliee, no taxes save country, doubtless condensed from a card
isth, Air. Lynch ofAlaine, ( hairman of the Special
Stevens in the New York papers.
Committee on Navigation Interests, made a long re- voluntary ones for the support of
religious published by
port on the decline of tho<r interests and the causes establishments. The
It does not bear probability upon its flee,
belit-f
of
religious
every
thereof, and reeommended tie* following measures |
aside troni the absurdity "I a criminal conas remedies:
man was held to he a matter between hhnThe
remis.-mu
of
the
duties
the men named. If money was
First,
imposed upon
c]f
and his God, entirely free from human spiracy by
the raw materia! entering into the ewiMnn lion <>f
be extorted from Stevens, why should he
vessels ami steamers, limiting the amount to tin* j interference.
This idea at once took shape to
minimum ol duties per ton rolicetcd on the material
lor certain classes of vessels, and when
American iron is u-ed in tin eoustr‘iietion of iron
vessels, an amount per ton equivalent to the duties
on a like amount of imported raw material-', limiting the amount to he paid.
Second, That all stores to he used by vessels sailing to foreign ports, may he taken in bond five of

required

be baited with so large a am as $1 i ,0oo ? |
constitutional provision tiiat “No reMr. Stevens, we are informed, lias just gone
shall
ever
be
as
test
a
ligious
required
qualification to any office or public trust under through bankruptcy, and could scarcely be
a subject from whom to extort money, if
tlie United States.” This
so far
in

a

was well,
as
he made an honest exhibit. The-.e are among
But, so cautious and apprehensive
the stumbling blot ks in the way of the them y
duty.
were our fathers, so jealous of interference
Third, Further to encourage investment in -hipmentioned in the above extract.
ping. and to xtend aid to ships already built, and in matters of conscience, and so fearful of
which have been sailed during and since the rebellthis
in
that
added
respect,
they
ion at great disadvantage, allowing to all sail ves- oppression
The telegraphic report of the murder trial
sels and to all steamers running to the British North an amendment respecting religious matters.
at
Bangor, states that Lawrence, when InAmerican Pro\ inee. one dollar and fifty cents per It was made in the
year succeeding the
ton; and on all other steamers running to foreign
himself dying, accused sundry
of the instrument itself—so soon as supposed

ports, §.‘) per

ton.

In view of the fact that tin* tax upon tonnage canbe removed without relieving the vessels of all
foreign nations of the same, while no such exemption is extended to American vessels in foreign ports,
and in a iew of the further fact that the shipping interest of the country is to receive some relief by the
passage of the proposed measures, the Committee
recommend only the removal of all tonnage,harbor,
pilotage, and other like taxes imposed upon shipping by State and municipal authority, (which taxes have been declared by the Supreme Court unconstitutional,) and the readjustment of the present
tax uiion tonnage, so that it will fall more equitably
upon the different classes of vessels affected thereby. The amount which will he received from this
source is estimated bv the committee to be more
than three million dollars per annum, and will to
that extent contribute to the relief which i- proposed to he granted in aid of the -hipping interest of
the United States.
In order to carry out these measures the committee report two bills—one < ntitled An act to revive
the Navigation and Commercial Interests of the
United States;” the other "An act Imposing Tonnage Duties and for other purposes." The committee reject the propositions to readmit to American
registry vessels which sought the protection of foreign flags during the war, and to admit foreign vessels to American registry.

not

THE SALE OF

<

\1>KTSHIPS.

it went.

adoption

to make it the work of the same hands.

It

is this—

“Congress slmtl make
ostabli.-lnnont of religion,
exercise thereof.”

no
or

law respecting an
prohibiting the free

Volumes could not express the true policy
country like ours better than these few
and simple words do. They declare that
of a

government shall

not concern itself with the

consciences of the people
that all shall In' free to

it governs, and

worship

as

they

IMFllOPEU DISPOSAL OP CADETSHIPS.

I

The investigation as to sales of cadetships is carried on energetically, and the Committee are making thorough work of it. Twelve members of the
present and the Fortieth Congress, and of both
political parties, are thus far implicated, and against
some of them the proof appears to be conclusive.
Thus far the testimony may briefly be summed up
as showing that
Messrs, i’ettis and Covode, of
Pennsylvania; Blackburn and Sypher, of Loui-iana: Butler, of Tennessee; Whittemore and Hodge,
of South Carolina; Deweese, of North Carolina;
Golladay, of Kentucky, and Fernando Wood, have
probably improperly disposed of their cadetships.
Mr. Wood is not charged with selling, but it is alleged had a boy appointed who was not of Wood's
district. Mr. Hodges, who is a member of the Committee making the investigation, is charged with
permitting his appointee at Annapolis to withdraw,
for which a thousand dollars-was paid. As to Mr.
Butler, of Tennessee, it is charged that he received
§1000 for his West Point nomination. He yesterday appeared before the Committee, and after admitting the fact, stated that he had given §.100 of
the money to aid in the election of Col. Stoses as
Governor of that State. §200 of it to other politicians,
and the remainder he had devoted to his own use
in defraying the expenses of his campaigns. It is
charged that Mr. Covode, of Pennsylvania, in 1S02,
appointed the son of a political opponent, for which
about §1000 was paid to a man named Fitzgerald.
Mr. Deweese, of North Carolina, agreed to sell
an appointment, but advised with the late Mr. Stanton, who told him it was all wrong and to have
nothing to do with it. The further statement is
that Deweese finally traded it away to State Senator
Lassiter, of that State, to prevent the hitter from
running against him for Congress and to influence
the passage of a railroad job before the North Carolina Legislature. W. Jasper Blackburn, of Louisiana. received §1.100for both of his cadetships, from
a gentleman in New
York, who sent boys to Annapolis and West Point who never dreamed of living in his district. The facts as to Mr. Golloday
are not made
public, and the particulars as to others
named have before been stated. The foregoing is
the substance of the testimony before the Committee.

which she “went back
had witnessed.

on him’'us his
The court says—

Two of the names mentioned
the bar. one a lumber dealer, one
and one a deacon of the church.

eves

members of
dev good -deaf r

wena

The members of the liar, the lumber dealer
and the

they

dry goods

are

man

may stand excused—

human, and with confessed

human

But since all the professed religion
and morality of Bangor a-sembled one morn-

frailties.

choose, while respecting the same l ight in
ing to destroy a.printing office and mob an
others, and the public peace.
editor, with a chorus of “glory to God” from
One ot the strongest arguments that can
the deacons, we had supposed that all the
be made in favor of changing any law is that
commandments, especially the seventh, were
it has not worked well.
Tried by this test,
observed
the

object sought by

the Association referred
For eighty years this

by that

rigidly

excellent class of

however, that the bullet from
to will not stand.
Lawrence’s pistol scarred a pillar of the
government has existed without a national
church, as well as let out the life ot a frail
The
have been free

religion.
religious

people

disturbances

from

or

persecutions, all

Mr. Bettis, of Pennsylvania, charged with the sects of
Christianity have prospered, and
sale of a cadetship, denies the charge and telegraphs
that he is on his way here with the person to whom contributed to the welfare of the governlie gave the cadet-hip to appear before the Commitment which protected them.
What more
tee.
Air. Brooks, of Maryland, was before the
Committee on Military A flairs to-day and testified can be desired ?
that he applied to *J. Hale Syphcr, member of ConLet the equal, just and reasonable progress from Louisiana, to purchase a cadetship.
The latter said he eould not trade, but anything his visions of the constitution be once disturbed,
brother. J. It. Syphcr, agent for the New York
let there lie a recognition therein of any form
Tribune at Philadelphia, could do in the matter
would be satisfactory to him. Brooks also testified ot religion, and the door will be opened to
that the Philadelphia Syphcr came here on his letinnumerable contentions, disturbances, and,
ter and agreed to arrange for the cadetship at $2500,
but Brooks would give only §2000 and Syphcr left, if history repeats itself, to cruelty and bloodsaying—“If you want it at that price write me,”
It is thought that we saw something of
but Brooks did not write: be also testified that lie shed.
had to do with the sale of several cadetships, but passion and fury during our late civil contest
declined to give particulars.

|

persons of having too much all'eetion for ids
Mrs. Atwood, inconsequence of

I affianced

—but let the
and

ly

men.

It

seems

woman.

AVe are glad that Congress is rooting out these
fellows who serve themselves only under tin- name
of People’s Kepresentatives. and m ike it a regular
practice to sell appointments. Every year some
of these individuals advertise in the New York
papers that they will sell cadetships ai AVest i’oiiit.
Congress has looked up ths matter, and already
smokes out two or three Congressmen who have
practiced this cheap game. They should lie handled
without gloves. [Bangor Whig.

right, brother Whig!
“gloves” and “handle” them
All

!

Take oil' your
“smoke out”

the rest ot them ! The “two or three Congressmen who have practiced this cheap
game” are all of your own parly. When you

spirit of religious animosity
persecution be once aroused and get fair-

at its work among us, and we

have finished your furmigution, let us know
if yon find any Democrat who has practiced
shall find the “game,” please do!

beneath the hell of civil commotion
there is a lower deep swarming with untold
From the recognition of the Christian
woes.
that

religion

to the

favoring or adoption of one of
that religion, is but a step. And

the sects of
from such an alliance to

The Lewiston Daily Journal is one of the
best conducted and most niton sting newspapers that comes to our office- always IVesh,
spicy, and interesting. The terse condensation of news is the peculiar feature of the
Journal, by which a vast deal of intelligence,

a forced conformation to the tenets of the favored creed, is but
another step.
From thence may come again is crowded into
all the woes which history has recorded as full and accurate
the result of the efforts of blind zealots to ings, conventions
compel men to wear the iron yokes of their ance, and in its

*

estate ol the liankrupt. and ordering the liankrupt
on days to deliver to the Messenger a
within
schedule of his creditors, and au inventory of his
estate. The sehodule and inventory were delivered
to the Marshal, and from the inventory it appeared
that lb1 debtor was possessed of ^iriti.oo. This
sum had been repeatedly demanded by the Marshal,
liul tin1 bankrupt bad’never paid over any part of
it. at lust, excusing hlmselfby claiming lie had spent
it in the support of his family. <
i’. Matlocks was
chosen assignee of the liankrupt, and not having received this amount, he petitioned the court for an
order on the bankrupt to show cause whv lie had
not paid over the money, and that lie should lie adoi'.ii.iit«'iM|>i of iin* iinli'f of the enurl.
iii'Ip*
This liankrupt was brought into eourt this afternoon
His counsel, Jiuljie 1‘avis, admitted the
fads is set forth in the petition of the assignee, and
that ho bankrupt hud not paid over au\ portion of
tin* money, ami the court thereupon decreed that
the liankrupt was guilty of contempt in not complying with the warrant oi'the court, and ordered that
he -Iiould be committed to tin jail in Portland, then*
to Ik detained until lie should pa\ the amount stated mi his inventory together wiih the '--i or until
the further order oi'the eourt.
We learn, that the bankrupt afterwards, through
the assistance of his friends paid the amount. This
is the lirst case on which the 1 h-ari- 1 < ’oun has
been called upon to enforce a compliance with its
orders and decrees, although in man)' instance-,
ban erupts have failed to comply w ith ! be orders (i* I
the court within the time prescribed.
We understai d thut hereafter, in all eases where the orders
are not promptly complied with,
they will be at j
one enforced by an arrest of the delinquent.

PETITIONS,

A('.,

PREMNTID

AND

RE-

FERRED.

Bv Mr. Patten—Petition of Oliver M<»e-, Prcsi
dent of the K. A L. Kailn ad Company, for leavt
to amend their charter so a- to conned* their road
with tin P. A K. Railroad by means of a ferry; al
>o for leave to issue second
mortgage bonds.
IP Mr. Gannett—Petition of Oliver Moses and
1*2 others of Bath, for change in chap. To of the
laws of lsop, relating to fisheries; of Lincoln Webb
and tit) others of Woolwich, in aid of same; ot
John II McLdlan and 02 others of Bath, in aid ot
same.

By Mr. If nine—Petition ol J. D. Parker et als.
of >touben, for a general tisli law or special law
for propagation of tisli in said town; of M. H
Lewi- et ab., of Steuben, that Fdward Hilton may
be allowed to build a ti-h w ier in front of his own
land in -aid town.
Thursday, Feb. IT.
sen .vie. Mr. Lane, from Committee on Judiciary reported bill an act relating to changing tinu
of holding terms of Supreme Judicial Court in
Ham-nek countv. Laid o\«
to b< printed, imdei
the rule.-.
By Mr. ushing—Bill an act to authorize rail
road companies to issue mortgage bonds. Referred to th** Committee on Railroads, Ways and

j

WASHINGTON MATTERS.

mg

This extract is as full of truth as an egg
There seems to he something more than
is of meat. All the stump-speaking, processions and inflammatory appeals just preced- pregnancy in this case. There is an actual
ments.
Court
1
St.,
Scollay’s Building,
ing election bear no comparison in effective- delivery, and a terrible infant it is for the
*®~S. R. Nii.es. No.
Boston, is authorized to receive advertisements for this ness to the
long-continued and habitual Whig and its party to contemplate. The repaper.
j
C. Evans, 10G Washington Street, is an aureading of newspapers. It is the silent, publican part}’ of Maine has declared itself
thorized agent ot this paper.
as the only one devoted to temperance, and
New
40
Park
ork,
wears
the
&
which
Rowei.l
Row,
P.
continued
Co.,
$®*Geo.
away
dropping
will receive advertisements for this paper, at the lowest
Jt is the quiet pe- competent to enact and enforce laws for the
rates. Their orders will always receive prompt attention. flinty stone of prejudice.
of intemperance. It claims to
4S^Horace Dodd, 121 Washington Street, Boston, rusal of
arguments by the evening lamps, suppression
bo the special guardian of public morality m
in
men’s
It
which
Axes
minds,
opinions
Newspaper Decisions.
is the
into the this respect. Every person not a member of
of those
who takes a paper regularly from the
1.
St., Boston
are our authorized Agents
and
forwarding advertisefor procuring subscriptions

4®-S. M. Pettengill &
and 37 Park Row, New York,

gusta.

lilt' scene

way to a point opposite the manufactory of the Messrs. Fuller, at
Steam Mill point, where its progress became cheeked. the ice below fully withstanding the immense
pressure of the mass moved against it. As we write
this, the river between Augusta and Steam-mill
Point in Hallowed, is completely choked with iee.
extending from shore to shore, and in some places
the depth of the mass must lie to the bottom of the
river.
The loss to citizens in Hallowed must be considerable. Messrs. Leigh A Wingate have .300 barrels of Hour submerged at the time we write; Towle
A Nye have been damaged some $300: Day A Co.,
probably $1000; Masters, Smith A Co., several
thousand dollars; in fact every merchant on that
side of Water street, is a loser to a greater or less
extent. Many poor families in the lower part of
the street have lost nearly everything but their
clothes and bedding.
The damage at Gardiner has not been
very great
thus far, although some water has flowed into the
lower streets. 1 he people there are all
anxiously
awaiting the development of affairs above them.
It the jam starts it is evident that it will
carry ad
before it, causing great damage at Gardiner There
is all clear ice from Shepherd's wharf in Hallowed
to within a quarter of a mile of the
bridge at Gardiner. Some of the iee houses in the
vicinity are
damaged, while the ice dealers are looking on sorrowfully at the dubious nrosjiects before them.
C. A. A J. D. White lose from $(100 to $1000
The water came into the store of P. Grant, and
coming into contact with 300 barrels of lime stored
in the basement, belonging to the Copseeook mills,
causing several alarms of fire. The stores of i.o!
Vunnali, Willey A Moore. ,f. A. Jackson, Win!
King A Son. and others were damaged to amounts
ranging from $100 to $1500. Win. King A Son
have a stock of beef and pork and other provisions
floating round in their cellar. The water in the
cellar of the Johnson House is from four to five feet
deep. The ice dealers will lose heavily. The ice
lie

fiqmblic.<w

■

here

was a liv ely one.
Tho traders had but very
little time to get out their good-, and their loss
■annnt at this hour he estimated. The water was
•it least six feet (hep. inundating some of the most
valuable goods in the stores. It came into the
Sprague counting room, so that .it stood to the
depth of three feet on the floor. The lower floor
nl Lancey's store rose by the action of tho water
to the second floor.
It is feared that a small portion of the dam lias given away; it is certain that
a portion of the "curtain" on the oast end is
gone.
To the beholder the dam is entirely obliterated, the
smooth
and unbroken except for
ive;- appearing
tin floating masses of ice. No fall can he seen
where vvi usually look for tho dam. No one can
remember such a sight before. All tlie lumber belonging to tho mills is afloat, and the loss to those
Who lease the mills must he very great. Big jams
eatne down and took oft' the sand and gravel that
had been put upon the dam last fall. The Sprague
company had machinery stored in the carpenter
-Imps which overflowed, damaging the machinery
materially. Some of the families in the vicinity of
the dam found the underpinning of their houses
passing from under them, and were obliged to leave
in the greatest haste leaving all their goods behind
them, Messrs. Woods. J. J. Fuller & Son, Hodgkins A Fuller, lost a large portion of their goods.
Amid the destruction of property there was occa-ionallv an amusing scene.
As the street was
navigated hv boats, the most of tho live stock was
-aved from drowning. Pigs set up a terrible squealing a- tin y -aved their bacon from a watroy grave.
Two pigs -uttered martyrdom. Tats were seen
swimming ahold in even direction, appalled and
lemlied by the catastrophe. No human life was
tost.
We -:ivv several ladies silting quietly at the
-eeond story windows alter the water had nearly
covered the windows in the lirst story. At one
o'clock the water had nearly covered the lamp
posts in Hie place of which we are now "sneaking.
At llii- time the water ceased to rise, and seemed
to remain stalinnary all the afternoon.
All the traders on the east side of Water street
were sutti rers.
The water came flowing into their
cellar.- so fa-t that it was almost impossible to clear
them of heavy articles, such as flour and corn. The
sidewalks and streets were lined during the afternoon with articles of merchandize that had been
luckily saved, although in a badly damaged condition. No one call tell at the present writing the
exact amount of damage to the traders. The los»
at I.milliard's foundry is not less than $10(10. The
water backed up (lie drain into T. K. Partridge’s
cellar, damaging his goods. At fouro’clock, a large
cake of ice struck the coal store house of E. f>.
Norcros-. raising it from its foundation and swinging it half way round. The building had previously been secured by a strong cable, nr it would have
limited oft' .u company with the ice. It is still held
by the rope, and perhaps it may lie saved together
with it- contents. All the coal of the dealers in this
city and Ilallowell is now under water. At half
past four o'clock a cake of ice of not very large
diincn-ions struck against the eastern span of the
railroad bridge, carrying it away. As iteamedovvn.
il struck tie lower bridge at the east end of the
middle pier, it struck with a loud crash, and after
entering about twelv e feet swung around and sinking several feet, glided through. tearing otf hoards,
ami jarring the bridge perceptibly. There was at
this time a breathless anxiety among the people,
and a sense of relief was felt when the danger had
passed and the heroic, old bridge maintained its
position, although it must have been weakened.
The ice-jam reached Ilallowell at 10 o'clock, when
ttie vvat( v rose with fearful
rapidity—gaining some
six fla t in lilteen minutes time Previously the water had uttuineda great height, submerging"a portion
of Water St. contiguous to Bodvvell & Wilson’s
granite-yard and Leigh <Sr Wingate's coal-varil.
Several merchants, anticipating a still higher flood,
had taken the precaution to set about removing
property, and had crews busily engaged at the
moment the jam began (o approach the city from
a
But so sudpoint opposite the cemetary.
denly did the immense and irresistible body of ice
approach, that most of the stores on the river-side
of the street were tilled mid-way to the top of the
counters before it was possible to recover from the
shock treated by the catastrophe. Huge masses of
Ice were dashed with prodigious force against the
walls of the buildings that line the shore of tho
river, the brick structures trembling as if by an
earthquake, and many wooden ones giv ing way.
either by being pushed from their foundations to the
street, or by being overturned or torn in pieces.
The building occupied by Bodvvell ,fc Wilson, was
thrust into the middle of Water street, and there
remains; one or two buildings used as store-houses
by Leigh & Wingate were torn into fragments; not
far from twenty different buildings, including a few
dwellings, were pushed from their foundations,
some into the street and some swept partially into
the river. The remaining spans of the Ilallowell
and ( helsea bridge were swept from their piers ami
carried nearly down to to the small island opposite
Leigh's wharf.

]

importance to a political party of promoting the circulating of the newspapers
The

Kennebec!! is

Of Christian charity"
Bridges.
H u se. Mr Vo-e, from the Judiciary < 'ommit
allowed his temper to run away with him. as
tee, reported leave to withdraw on petition o|
usual, and vented his wrath by sending sei Finery Sawyer for further jurisdiction of Trial
Justice- in Belfast.
oral of our worthy State officials to a certain
<
warm

where
known

place supposed
on

to be

located

Mr. Holbrook from the
ommittee on Men an
tile Affairs and Insurance, on petition reported
bill an act to extend the charter of the Rockland
Fire and Marine Insurance Company. Read and

some-

the other side of the dark and

un-

valley, and generally believed in on- assigned.
Mr. Bearer from the Committee
ly by the truly Orthodox. It would appear Water-,
reported bill :m act ought
if there

need that the School street
Church and Trustees of Tufts College should
overhaul Dr. Minor's ease, and soring
to. isound on the “articles of faith.'
How lie
cause ot temperance is to be b<-netiti d
l.y
was

on

to

Inter:
pas.-,

to the evhn-iou of’the wharf of .Jostia an-'
<
Adam- in' amdeii. Read and assigned.
Mr. Barker, from the ( ommittee on Federal Rc
huh ns, reported -.uMit to pas- ->u resolve in r,
tie
hippm- inter*-! of Main-, which w.
i I' h totwice
mder m -u.-pen-ion of rule-, the qie
i'ya.1
tion then b.-mu on its pa-s:c_rc to be engrossed.
• Ml
motion ot Mr. Baker, it was amended by
such a meeting as this, it is hard to
adding, Re-olved that we make our earnest pi
stand. And we confess to Ic ing i-nlirclv in te-t against the repeal or material modification
our navigation laws by which
foreign ve»els may
the dark upon the subject.
be admitted to American registry or boar tin
The great musical event of tin-week was American Hag. or the ship-yard of the Failed
the grand Russian Concert it. Selwyn’s on States be transferred b. th*- shore- of (ireat Britain.
Pa--cd to be engrossed.
Monday evening last. The troupi numbers
By Mr. Mills. Petition of *. Balisou et II al-..
of Brook-ville and Sedgwick for an act to
prohibit
some
ten native Russians —including the pi
the throwing of chip-, A.
from W alker’s Millanist and the leader, Mr Dimitri \ ;renotV into -tream below said mill. Referred to Commit
tee on Interior Water-.
Slav iansky—the renowned tenor. They apFriday, Feb. 1-.
in
their
national
costumes
sea:
of
In
pear
m n.u e.
Report of the Committee on the JuZouave pants, black blouses and small tas el- diciary on the petition of John F. Harmon et alled caps, making a very jaunty and attractive •itizens of Washington county, for the repeal oi
chapter 2H1, law- of 1SU‘J, known as the CalaiThe livrn of Fisk A' Hatch, hankers and govern- picture. Their
singing is grand beyond ex- onrt bill, that petitioner., have leave to withdraw
ment bond dealers, who have brought themselves
and has always met with the most aim from the house, recommitted with in.-true
prominently before capitalists ami the investing pression,
tioli- to report a bill to .-ubniit to the people at th
pul lie here and in Europe by bringing out theCen hearthv applause from large and enthu-ias- ! next annual March meeting,
tral Pacific Railroad bonds, which arc rurrent here
MMorse, from the Committee oil Railroad.-..
;.r audiences.
and in the European markets tin same as govern
Especially is this true if ihi reported bill an act to authorize* the consolidation
ment bonds, now offer to capitalists and investor notes of Mr. Slav
iansky, who has a voice of | of railroad corporations. Laid on the table to Ithe first mortgage bonds of the Chesapeake and
I printed under the joint rules.
<)iii> Railroad Compam. Th« sm e« >s attending unrivalled power and beauty, and newr sings
R‘ ad and aligned. An act to authorize the city
the bonds introduced by Messrs. Fisk A Hatch haf Ro kland to aid in the construction of the Line
io
Ins
charm
audience
into
almost
been exceedingly satisfactory to the bondholders. except
Ko« k Railroad; an act to amend section J,
cliapb
That the troupe cni, v ib- 'oi the Re v ised
The 'VVc-teni Pacific bonds—the last loan introduced breathless silence.
statutes, relating to thejuriby Fisk A Hatch—were all sold in about ten week-, the line singing of others equally as well, 1 ! diction ot Ju-ticr- of the Peace; an act to repeal
ami the loan was closed in .January at no. They
an act entitled
in a> t
for review- in
providing
an
now selling at 14 bid, and nolle
offering at that am a personal u itness. For 1 chanced to crimu d ea.-t
March n, ]s»;p; an net t<
appiv.yi
(
The
ln
and
Ohio
Railroad
forms
a
price.
sapeake
'tion \ i ol the Reviscd statutehave a seat directly in front of them at the amend h,t| •*■!.
Central Trunk line from the* Atlantic< vean, •• mrelating to railroads; re-olv« in relation to th.
of Figaro, and err shipping interest- >>t Maine; an :u t
neeting directly with the Pam'iic coast, over the Opera of the
authorizing th.
Fnion and t'mtral Paeitie Railroads to >an Franhad no more attentive and eu city of Bang'*!' to aid the Bangor Writer Bow-1
cisco. In addition to tlie through traffic with the i,duly Parepa
»
ompany.
Western States and Paeitie coast, the < 'hesapeako tlmsiastie listeners than these same Russians.
lb »t si
>n motion of Mr. Boyd,
and Ohio Railroad runs through a rich portion of I
heir enjoyment was so evident and so sin- j Ordered, That tin- Committee on the Judiciary
which
abounds
in
coal
and
other products,
Virginia,
b‘ inslrueted to inquire into tinexpediency f u
the transportation of which i- exceedingly profit a- cere that it was really amusing to hear them.
acting a law making railroad corporation's liabl.
ble to railroads.
The directors oftlm company are
for
all
Rev. A. E. Stone repeated his lecture on
injuries reeeived-by any ot it-, employeeshrewd, wealth} and influential •iti/eiis, among
during the eonstuction of any railroad in this Stat.
whom are <
p. Huntington, Vice-President oftlu* “The Sunset Hand.’’ at Music Hall on Mon- while at work under the dire, tioil -it ill oViTmt'
Pacific Rai'road, and the following well-known
Mr. Ilinks, from the < ommittee on Railroadand was as warmly welcomed
names: William I!. Aspinw.dl,
David Stewart. day evening,
and Bridgt s. reported refcivnv* to tie ComWayWilliam R. Hatch, A. A. Row, New York, ami and as eagerly listened to as on the Thursdav mittee on the
Judiciary -n petition of I bn I
Fisk,
Pliny
Philadelphia. The trustees are WillBostonians are evi- Hopkins et als., for removal of gates aero-- ,|
iam Jlutler Duncan, of Duncan, Sherman A Co., night ot his reception.
highway in the town of Yinalhaven.
ami P. C. Calhoun, President ofthe Fourth NationMr. Davis, from the Committee on Fisheric-.
dently delighted to see Ills face once more
al Rank, who are ample guarantees that the interpetition,
reported !>ill an act to authorize Fdward
them, and attest their delight in a
amongst
ests ofthe bondholder- will be properly
protected.
Hilton to build a ti-h wier in the tide waters
The reputation of Messrs. Fisk A llah h, and the most
enthusiastic manner.
Mr. Stone's Pigeon Hill Bay in the town of Steuben. Read
extreme care they have taken in
permitting their
mad. the Sunset I,and a and assigned.
name to be used to market loans,
together with the glowing eloquence
On motion of Mr. Spaulding, oil 1 an act to »'>.>!
high standing and reputation of tliose directly in- ’.cry attractive place, whilst his pleasant wit ish capital punishment
was taken from the table,
terested in the road, entitle the bonds to more than
the question being on Hu* motion of Mr V o-e to m
ordinary attention from the public, and merit their kept his hearers in the best possible spirits. dofinately postpone.
confidence. The completed road is already of suffi- To all ladies who found themselves
After a long discussion, on lie merit- >f apiiai
neglectcient value to form sufficient security for the whole
punishment. tin* hill was retuse«t a pa-sage It b.
proposed amount of mortgages to lie sold. Wie n ed, ill-treated or uneared for, he extended
completed, the property will be worth double the an earnest invitation to come to the golden HIEES, PETITIONS, Ac. PRESENTED \ND RE
FERRED.
amount ofthe lirst mortgage bonds.
shores of California, assuring them that they
By Mr. Ilinks. Remonstram < .«f Alonzo Colbv
al- "f Bucksport. against petition of Frederick
would be amply noticed and sought after.
According to the Albany correspondent of
spotford for leave to build a wharf iu the tide wa
the Iiullalo Express, the following bill is to On the strength of which several forlorn ter- in -aid town.
be uttered in the New York Legislature:
damsels are soon to start westward, I hear.
Section 1. Any female of chaste character, I would
FEMALE CLERKS.
suggest to Joeeline, of the Bangor!
under the age oi' seventeen years, who shall,
Mr.
that
Stone
needs
altn
1
!w
lit
or
ot tii'' Albany Knickerbocker is
Whig,
looking
with evil intent, witmingly,
winsomcly, and
Knrope, and sends the following seeouni
wilfully decoy and seduce'from his domestic byt Boston's population shall be \. rv much1 in■I tingem ral employment of females—
duties a married man (he being the father of decreased.
Hm women, by the way, do
a family and
children over ten years
nearly all the
FcchttT, the English-German actor. is *.»
ot age), and by artful wiles draw him
trading in Ireland. At our hotel a woman
away appear as Ilanilct on .Monday
evening next shows you to your room! you pay your bill
lrom bis lamily, shall, on conviction, be
at the Boston Theatre.
Then' is considerable to a woman, and
are
bowed out
deemed
of a
and shall
as

biting

!

Beni.

under-j

!

■

Marriage

■

having

misdemeanor,
you
politely
guilty
It is rare
be
in a house of refuge for not curiosity manifested with regard to him, and i ot tile hotel by the house-keeper.
its columns. It, excels in less imprisoned
to tind a retail store in Cork where a female
than two days. If, on the trial of such it is evident that he will draw
very
large
is not to be seen behind the counter. Wd
reports of all trials, meet- young and art fill female, it shall be shown houses.
His engagement lasts
only ten are told that the -ante lliimr pi evails throw'll
and events of local import- that the married man so seduced and enticed
out all the British province'
nights.
The reason
extensive correspondence, i away is a ministtT of the (lospel in good
1 lie laney dress ball and
for employing them is that their follies
the offender shall in like manner be
given
of
standing,
masquerade
to
lie
beliefs. This is a small matter now, and so The Messrs. Dinglcy have reason
proud sentenced to not os- than one hour nor more the
less numerous hut much lower
Herman I iirimrs oeeurs on the same are not only
have been all the contentions that have shak- of their success in supplying the went of than two leans'
f emales may sport fifty dollar man
priced,
imprisonment in the county
evening, and will undoubtedly be a verj ties, Imt they never get on fifty dollar‘busts’
en the world.
The people of this country, if every locality, a first rate newspaper.
jail.
grand attair, as the preparations for it have Females never spend a whole week's wages
are
will
adhere
to
the
wise,
they
example of
on billiard tables,
(,irls never put the
been
mi a most extensive scale.
part,
A town-clerk in Illinois, who had recently given
“Were we to build no sea going ships,
the Saviour, who rendered to Ciesar the
kick up a row, and get
Mr and Mrs Mieawher still eontimie ft. on tleongh.
dragged to
NOR ENGAGE IN THE
FOREIGN
CARRYING a young man :i manic,1 license, received from him
the station house
Fast horses, they also
things dial were Cmsar’s and to God the
tertaiu people at Selwyn’s
TRADE, WE SHOULD PERCEIVE THE DIFFER- the following note
cozy little theatre avoid, ami roulette tables and game cocks
things that were God’s. This and the pre- ENCE but little.” [Progressive Ago.
“Air: I will send you the license that von gave and I'nele Diek is
Who ever >aw a female
at home at tin Mil
equally
sent wise provisions of the Constitution,
hanging around a
to
married
me
with
and
stale
that | was not
get
The above is the encouragement given to
Miss Clark the favorite actress and gaming table, or betting her last live dollars
for this reason because the girl whose scum.
married
constitute our safety.
that
she
our great local industry, by a paper publish- name is on the
can
tell w here the little joker is
paper went back on me because she
leading lady at the Museum is suffering Iron \\ ho ever saw a telltale
clerk, after the ston
ed in this city. How do you like it, ship could get a feller his name is (ieorge .Tones semi j a
severe illness.
Her place is supplied I". wa- shut,
them so you can give them a license for her but bee
Convicted.
rambling up Broadway, ‘raising
Lawrence, who was last builders, ship-owners and sailors?
tf
sure and get
fe
tor
so doin.
No
more
at Miss
your
thunder' and breaking things?
Who ever
Meyers.
week tried at Bangor, for the murder of Mrs.
present but believe me your most hart broken.
Short panniered overskirts arc to ho very saw a respectable girl knocking over dr\
■■■lusiaai
Mil.r.Kit."
II
was
a
sad
Grant
wants that rejected dug.
Atwood, was found guilty. The testimony
'iM. l’.’s on their
goods boxes and
j much worn the coming season, say all the heads?’ No one standing
for the State will be found in full on the out- blunder. The express were prepaid. The dug ivet respectable young men
:
A boiler in Decker's paper factory in Xew
Hid the express had
Vork fashion guides, and all of the new dresses are do these nightly
When was a female clerk
side of this paper. The plea in defence was imported, and worth $100.
sold him to an old negro, who won't give him up exploded Monday afternoon, fatally scalding .John made after that style.
I’t n u
ever arrested lor having a
and
‘suspicious char
William
Donnelly
The buildim' j
Wright!
insanity.
even to Massa Grant.
actor’ locked up in a store with her utter mid
caught lire and was burned. Loss ijdn.ooo T|,7
building adjoining was also badly burned, and its
In view of all these facts is it any
<lro\•*> ot* rattle arc <lri\<-n IVuin T«*\:is to night ?
Boston w:t" treated to thunder ami lisrhtnino hi-t
Cleveland, the murderer, now in the State Prison, upper Story .-rie-hod ill by tin falliim yy ills „f ||„ ( Lur^c \\ In !•* Iln \ or* vvoriti -v,o
wonder that the merchant on thi side run
in *7o. .t|.|
is iilferimr from apprehension of hi eomine doom. factory.
1
Saturday.
|"T lit :i.I.
to female lerk<

Long Acre is, or was, in Hancock County.
following return appears on a writ returned

GENERALITIES.

Win. Strong ol lYnusylv ania. lias been confirmed in—
Associate Justice of the Supreme Court of the

.>

••

t'mted States.
General Long>trect wastin' first vice president
the central republican club of Louisiana, which
met ill New Orleans, Friday evening, January 2s.
lb- is now "loil.”
Hie reign of Idoodslied eontinues.
On Thursday
Thonia- Sheridan, of N. w York, who had boon

A

Propriety of conduct

is

cable

received to-day, (Wednesday)
the death of the lion, Anson Burlin-

Petersburg.

An order for better ventilation of the State House
is under consideration at Augusta.
Let some
Democrat move to amend by adding the wands “and
the paper credits.”

a' oaptisms ill
the infants with

preserved

i..thing syrup.

|

I’ll' health of e\-Scnatnr Grimes, of Iowa, who
A lady recently entered a dry good’s store in
now
traveling in F.urope. is failing so rapidly Philadelphia, and asked for some bleached cloth
is believed lie wi’l not survive the journey : suitable for reposing robes. The clerk fainted.

i.at it
1 "ine.

'I' Hasbrouck. ot i’lster Co.. X. Y., was last
week .-Ii. pped to death with an axe. by a deaf and
loinbnegr to whom lie laid iii pity given a home
m several years.

|

fin Boston

Transcript report* that Newbnryport
citizen who lias shoveled the snow with his
hands from his sidewalk, a length ol'about one
nidged foot, for six consecutive v\ inters.

The Inspector General of fish reports that 36,030
barrels of mackerel were inspected at the ports of
Belfast, Bootlibay, Camden, Deer Isle. Portland,
Southport and South Thomaston, last season. Besides the mackerel, 5,161 barrels of herring and 200
barrels of other pickled fish have been inspected
during the year.

is a

Kirk in Bi'Cksport.

A small one story house

belonging to Mr. Jerry Swett of that place, was
nearly destroyed by fire Saturday morning at 12 1-2
< ause supposed to be from a defect in the
o’clock.
Ii is believed that Fremont and Jessie, who ran for
Loss about $300.
'i jem .cu e. are lying hack for a big thing out of chimney.
meres- in the way of laud grantThey yet part
The Virginia Legislature has adopted a resolution
••u
i.

hair in the middle.
asking Congress to remove all political disabilities
"'lien the long-handled collodion-dish was passed of the people of that State.
ml in a Boston church, a little girl reached out
Gen. McClellan is to be tendered the position of
-oinc ol tic
popcorn. She thought the deacon Most Eminent Commander of the new Democratic
in ! n
"corn-popper.''
organization, “The Grand Army of the Constitution."
« umbcrland
has-mt to the State

prison

County

during

the pa-t fourteen months, 4'J prisoners.

r saw Esau kissing Kate,
And the fact is we all three saw:
The Democrat' are determined to make war upFor
I saw Esau, he saw me,
of
Mr. B<-igii Society for the Prevention
Cruelty
And she saw I saw Esau.
The principal avenger is a member of
\ uimal•>, Legi-Iatim\ who was a victim of the philanthroThe Committee on Appropriations are at work on
naval estimates. A comparison with the cost of the
OgHaM watchfulness. [Bangor Whig,
By British navy shows that ours is nearly three times
low did lie manifest his cruelty to animals?
as expensive.
cc
caieihii'unkind of (I rant?
->

-uiithcrn California continues,
droiii; •,
hit" l»eeu great. Sheep are offered at
Mi's a head, the owners
it
Stock raisers
lie oi Starvation.
\\ i :
\
seeking pastures further North.
i.uuaue

Mrs. James Reynolds, of Harrington, wove, in
1S5S). 1427 yards of cloth, besides doing her housework.

In reply to a challenge, M. Veuillot lately replied,
•‘My life 'belongs to Jesus Christ, and he has none
too
many defenders just now.
\ young woman who wanted some Hair Re-1
w.
asked tin man of drugs for Hair Manure,
Washington despatches are to the effect that
Secretary Boutwell does not expect to fund the na''••r ducatioii had been neglected.
tional debt, at a lower rate of interest, at present.
Mr. Erastus Wellington who had Ins hand erush- The lowest offer he can get from abroad is 51-2 per
! it th' Mu/zy iron works Bangor, ten days since, cent.
1 Thursday morning from the effect of the inThe Hartford Times objects to cock-fighting, bejury.
cause the legitimate business of roosters and hens
Methodist
of
tin
Bishop Simpson,
Episcopal is to wake people up at seasonable hours produce,
tuih, \i preside at the conference* in Augusta eggs, and furnish spring chickens for broiling.
kl:m 1, in May next. He i- one of the most
A
Red-lieaded Man’s Ball" is to shortly come off
at Bridgeport, Conn.
jueht pulpit orators of the country
vmipaiiy has been formed in St. Croix eountv,
on-in. and several acres of land purchased,
ti„ purpose of breeding deer for the Eastern
market.
i -:i
Rev. Mi- Murry, of Boston, to he employ\

W

1'0

:d»

li them by the tail?

Tn Africa, if any otic comes before a king without
full-dress costume—that is, a straw hat, and a ring
in the nose—his head goes into the waste basket,
before he can wink twice.
a

A Texas beef condensing machine reduces
bullock to twelve pounds pure extract.

The Atlantic and Pacific Telegraph Co. lias sued
Franklin Telegraph Co., ami put receivers in
Hi-

Yale.G’ollege students recently gave
exhibition and “beat the jrircus.”

put into new bottles sometimes bursts
bottles, uhl wine put into young men some*
me- leads to a “bust.”

burned

tl

■

''d wine
■

I'le- latest w riukle in the horse world is a shoe
that can be taken off at night and put on in the

morning.
F«>rt Scott man. in excavating a cellar, came
vein oi yellow ochre six feet thick which
tor £.-» a loud a- fast a- taken out.
Digging
tr- in that vicinitv is now a crowded
profession.

A
1

.a

tin- l intarian
conference in New York
dnc'day. Dr. Bellows said there were attached
this church many actors and actresses that whom
here were none who were more constant in their
•ttendanec, more courteous in their demeanor, or
whose lives wore more irreproachable.
At

\\

>

William Mosher, of Montpelh r, \'t.. visited bis
sweetheart a few days ago, drunk; in consequence
•f wh !i she di-mis-ed him.
lie took vitriol, and
die**

at once.

It

-aid that further investigation implicates ten
<
orign --m-n ;n tlie selling of West Point

tw»

■

‘•add-hips.

iikcd the well known ver-e- deseripAu
f tic trial of a book collector so well tliat he
-igned hi- initials to them and “contributed” them
the Gardiner Journal.
[Portland Adv.
We noticed that cool appropriation. They were
w ritten bv Tom Hqod, we think.
F.

The

Royal
on

River

Paper

Mill at

a

a

gymnastic

Yarmouth,

was

Sunday afternoon last.

The Minnesota House has passed the woman’s
amendment to the Constitution; the women’s ballots to be put in separate boxes.

suffrage

The post-office at McLain’s Mills, Appleton, will
hereafter be known as Appleton, and the otiiee at
Fogg's Corner will, in future, be known as AVest

Appleton.

The following passage from Hamlet furnishes
proof that the Great Poet wrote for all ages
and all emergencies:—

new

The Chief Justice as Polonium.—“Do you believe
these tenders, as you call them?’’
The Public as Ophelia.—“I do not know, inv lord,
what I should think.”
Palnniits.—“Marry, I’ll teach you; think yourself a baby,
That you have ta’en these tenders for true pay
Which arc not sterling.”
1.-under Weeks of Rockland, and Isaac 11.
Thomas of Ellsworth, have been appointed Deputy
Marshals of the United States ('ourt.
to be an appointment in this
city.

There ought

The whole Maine delegation in Congress, have
voted against an expansion of the currency.
“We’ll have it bill of exceptions,” said the enthusiastic counsel to a client whose conviction was

man-slaughter, which ought to have been murder,
Hurninaii. Naval Officer of the Boston Custom and who had been sentenced to the State Prison for
lions*-, is stumping New Hampshire for tlie radi- ten years. “Not by
my consent,” replied the hapalA 1 >enioeratie speaker im ited him to discuss py fellow. "I’ll stand on this
hand; they might
the question \\ hetlier tin- plae< of Naval Officer was ltan;i me next time!’’
ic-t a useless one and -mould be abolished.
HarriAn advertisement in a Chicago
paper reads in
m:in declined.
this way :—"Divorces legally obtained without
apin
court
or publication in the
pearance
An old man died at Belle Prairie. Wi-.. on the
papers. A
common article, $5.”
14th ult., who had been blind for liffcy years, and
<■! during all that time did his share of farm-work,
Bangor refused to lend corporate aid to the Winho. ing and husking corn, guiding the plow and cutterport Railroad by a large majority. Nine hunting wood.
dred anti seventy-six votes were
11 ou. William Willis, well known as the historian
wanting to carry
Portland, us an able lawyer, and from having the measure.
fiiled many honorable offices, died in that city on
Dr. C. T. Jackson does not believe the
report
the l'Jth, in tlie 70th year his age.
that Chicago sculptors made the Cardiff
Giant; and
in
a
letter
on
the
on
tall
that
“if Chicago
Bring
subject, says
your
boys! Charles IE Curtis of
Bluehill. aged lo year-, 0 months, stands o feet 2 possesses sculptors of such uncommon skill the
• inche- in his stockings, and
weighs 1!>2 lbs. in world ought to know it, and they ought to lie emordinary working dress. [Ellsworth American. ployed in honest work.”
Our Syracuse correspondent is vindicated.
A paper that don’t like the speech
making over
A woolen factory at Waldoboro is
the Peabody remains, say?—
proposed.
1 hat flourishing town has one ot the best
\\ hen the remains of
unoccupiNapoleon were brought
ti in St. Helena to Paris, all the
speech-making on ed water powers in Maine.
Pi'- occasion was the
following:
1 in- Government wants mail service from HanPrince d.* Joinville: “Sire. 1 present to vmi the
>-h s of Napoleon.”
cock to Crabtree Point, four and a half miles and
King Louis Philippe: “I receive them in the back, three times a week, and from
Sedgwick to
name of France.”
Brooklin. four and a half miles and back, thrice a
A li hough Solomon did not llourish in the
days of week.
newspapers, lie seem- to have understood the value
lhomaston has on its stocks a ship in McCalluin
oi advertising.
Witness the following from Prov- A Hilt’s yard
nearly trained out, and a brig in Burerbs—
gess, o Brien A Co’s yard in process of construction.
■'ihere j«, that seatteivth, yet inereaseth; and
tic rA i>, ihut withholdeth more than is meet, vet it
temhdh to poverty.”
gentleman in tilling out iiis income blank, ancivd a question as follow.-: “Had your wife
any
icerne last year?
One boy.”
[Kennebec Journal.

LOCAL ITEM S, Ac.

A

1

The selling of spectator’s tickets to the
Masquermlc Ball, on Monday, was attended with some excitement. The hour to begin was 8 A. M.. and the

Marshal Marble has made the following apof deputies:
Edward II. Wilson, Port;md. William H. Libby, Augusta; Leander Weeks, Place Washburn's Bookstore. Long before that
Rockland; Isaac H. Thomas, Ellsworth.
There hour a string of seekers after
places to put their
'•'b probably be two or three nufre
appointments. seats” was formed, reaching across the street. As
v

pointments

[Argus.

llte doors were attempted to be
opened, a
made, which forced one individual thro’
the sash of the door, and another
through the window beside it. The jingling of glass, “the noise
°f the captains aud the
rather beat the
soon

Fox, a wealthy and miserly New Yorkf r, rush
Monday, leaving an estate valued at $300.-

(j.M.i ge

l.ud

on

vv11i«■ h 1 iv \vill«‘»| to the United States
governNemt, to he applied towards the payment of Hie
puhhe delit. Three nephews and nieces of tUe old
man contests the will.

as

was

shouting,”

experience of Job’s war horse. A couple of dealThe place of worship in New York, in wliat was ers in
groceries got excited about the right of preKit Burn’s place, is now called “The
Church of the cedence, and ona flung his fist towards the
other’s
Holy Rat Tit!”
nose, but missed the mark. The whole affair was
The Augusta Journal savs that seven
carloads exceedingly lively for a while. Five hundred seats
cattle went

A

through on

the

freight train Monday.
establishing a MePhiladelphia.

Hoy. Heart vetoed
tropolitan Police in

the Mil

John Andrews, of .Saco, has liccn made
happy by
the appointment of postmaster.

Judge Pratt, of the Brooklyn Supreme Court,
lias given
judgment on the foreclosure of a mortmme
Iited

|S,,, that tile principal and
interest must
tie pa dm go Id or itequivalent, according to the
iccent [ mted States supreme Court
decision.
m

The Boston Advertiser’s Maine
correspondent
says that (Jen. Ilersey is to lie tile next Republican
mididate for Governor, and the Lewiston Journal
tells him not to be too last.
The French government lias proof of a
plot to
issassiuale the Emperor, and the Prince Imperial,
and has seized a plan, found on one of tin*
pris"ners. to throw bombs
through the Emperor’s
window at tin* Tuillerles.
The Maine Farmer says that Mr. John
Lilibey of
Albion, raised the past year Ally bushels of wheat
Inuu three bushels
sowing, upon one and one half
land. Also ninety-two and
.lyres offrom
one and

ot oats

half bushels

a

half bushels

sowing.

(from the Hancock Gazette, 1821.)
Married in this town,
by Rev. William Frothingham. Mr. Alexander
Clark, aged 75. to Miss Anna
Cain, aged 25.

Haply some

envious swain mav

s iv

“This is December, welding Mav

But ’tin most natural, we maintain’
That age should lean upon a ritnrj’
The

Legislature

is talking about a new method
of
warming the State House. At the same time let it
consider how to build a lire under the
paper credit

thieves.

The New York Express gives this rule tor
testing
a
linstian: “Set him to putting up old mis-matelicd
and keep him at it an hour, if he
stovepipe,
i‘,,i t
v\ve«r, h»*v 'tpnsom.Ml."

J

were sold in thirty
minutes, at from f>0 cents to a
dollar each. On the next occasion of the kind we
advise the managers to put up at auction the choice
of scats. The tickets are now
selling at a big premium.
—

The Waldo co. Agricultural Society.
the adjourned meeting on
in this

On Saturday evening, pursuant to a call from the
Mayor, the citizens assembled at Hayford Hall, to
take action concerning the petition for authorizing
the County Commissioners to lay out a bridge oyer

BOSTON PRODUCE MARKET.
Monday, Feb. 21.
BUTTER—We drop our quotations on choice Butter,

TO THE SECRETARY OF STATE,
OF THE STATE OF MAINE, AUGUSTA.

OFFICE OF

At

Saturday,
city, the
former meeting reported

committee selected at a
several amendments to the by-laws. These
provide
for constituting the members
stockholders; for
dividing the stock into shares of $5 each—members
who have paid #10 to have two
shares, or #5 one
share; to give each share one vote; to assess shares
to pay debts, and in
default of payment, to sell the
same.
These amendments were
adopted. A vote
was taken
instructing the Trustees to assess the
shares $■> each. The
Secretary was instructed to
revise and condense the
rules, and publish the same
with tin* list of premiums.

PROBATE NOTICES.

FOLLOWING STATEMENT is made in pur- At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for the
suance of the statute of said State by the NIAGCounty of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of February,
FIRE
ARA
INSURANCE COMPANY of New York,
A. D. 1870.
in the State of New York, showing the condition ot said
HOLMES, Administratrix of the estate of
Company as it existed on the 31st day of December,
George Holmes, late of Belmont, in said County
1869, being the time of their last exhibit, which state- of Waldo, deceased, having presented her first account
ment is made by said Company, proposing to do insur- of administration on said estate for allowance.
ance business in the State of Maine, to be laid before
Ordered, That the said Administratix give notice to all
the Legislature.
persons interested by causing a copy of this order to be
published three weeks successively in the Republican
Capital stock of said Company,
$1,000,000,00 Journal, printed at Belfast, that they may appear at a
Capital stock actually paid in,
1,000,000.00 Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, within and tor said
Amount of existing risks underwritten by
County, on the second Tuesday of March next, attenoi
said Company,
51,196,988.00 the clock before noon, and shew cause, if any they have,
Amount of premium notes held by said
why the same should not be allowed.
Company,
ASA THURLOUGH, Judge.
Amount of liabilities other than risks
A true copy. Attest— B. P. Field, Register.

for while there is now and then a small lot that will
command 38c, it is too scarce to be worth quoting, and
bulk of the best Butter here is sold at 34a3Gc, and
the river from the foot of Main street. AV. 0. Poor the
fair lots at 30a32c per lb.
Inferior and baker’s Butter is
was made President, and W. If. Simpson, Secretary. sold at I8a20c, aud good and fair Western at 23a28c per
There
lb.
is an ample supply and not an active demand,
Resolutions were adopted condemning the scheme,
EGGS—The market is dull at 27c per doz for Eastern.
ami authorizing the Mayor to proceed to Augusta,
BEANS—We quote choice Western pea Beans at 2 50a
2 75; common do $1 75a2 25; choice hand-picked mediaccompanied by such persons as he might select, ums
at $1 75al 87 per bush. Canada Peas common and
and oppose the project. The party left on Monday. screened 0Oca$l 15; choice cooking $1 50 per bush.
POULTRY—The best Turkeys are firm at quotations,
BANKERS AND DEALERS
The Boston commercial travellers have a poet but the market is still well supplied with Chickens,
which are dull. We quote choice Chickens at 18a20c; do
IN
among them. He attunes his harp and sings The Turkeys at 22a25c, and common poultry at 15aISc per lb.
FRKSII MEATS—Trade to day is quiet, but Beef is
Drummer's Lament in the Aroostook Pioneer. The
There
hold
at
quite firmly
quotations.
i^,an ample supabove named,
concluding verse is this—
50,785.00
ply of country Mutton, and the market remains dull.
Amount of accrued profits or income,
We quote country Mutton at 3a7c; Brighton dressed
72,079.70 At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for the
And when we next go o'er the route
of
sides
Eastern
3a
Beef
Sal2c
for
and
12c;
good
No
Nassau
Chicago.
Where we have been before,
County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of Febru5,
Street, New York,
How are the funds of the Company inDRILL) APPLES—We notice no change in the markary, A. D. 1870.
AA'e’ll take good care and give wide berth
February 15th, 1870,
vested, viz.,
et for Dried Apples and small lots only can be sold at
I. PERRY, widow of John C.
Perry, late of
To Belfast's virtuous shore.
our
The remarkable success which attended our negotia- In U. S. bonds or securities,
We quote Eastern
723,200.00
quartered it
quotations.
Lincolnville, in said County of Waldo, deceased,
In State, County and
15c.
New
at
Italic
do
sliced
York
State
Municipal
securities,
67,088.24
Not only is the shore virtuous, but the article inhav ing presented a petition that W. H, Duncan, of said
per lb;
quar- tion of the Loans of the Central Pacific Railroad In Railroad and
other corporation securitered 11 l-2al2c; do sliced 12 l-2al3c; Ohio and MichiLincolnville may be appointed administrator ou said decreases in abundance towards the “outsquirts.”
‘Company and the Western Pacific Railroad
ties,
gan, 10c. Southern dalOc per lb.
ceased’s estate.
APPLES—The market is firm, with a light supply of Company, and the popularity and credit which these In Bank, Railroad and other corporation
There will bo no trouble if the drummers don't play
Ordered, That the said Alice give notice to all persons
stock,
choice red fruit, and Baldwins are higher. Greenings Loans have maintained in the
interested by causing a copy of this order to be published
markets, both iu this In Mortgages of real estate,
on base drums.
are also in good demand, and there is a steady demand
170,150.00 three ’weeks successively in the Republican Journal,
country and Europe, have shown that the First Mort- In Notes secured by collaterals,
at $4 50a5 per bbl for sound winter fruit.
222,100.00 printed at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate
The Levee at Hayford Hall this (Thursday) evenPOTATOES—The receipts, especially from New York, gage Bonds, of wisely-located and honorably-managed In Notes secured by endorsers and su reties,
Court, to he held at Beila3t, within and for said County,
Iu Real estate
Is
not
32 043 ci on the second
firm at 55a58ofor Railroads and
ing, promises to be very interesting. ‘'Dora" will have been heavy, and the market
and
taken
as
Tuesday of March next, at ten of the clock
promptly recognized
readily
In Money,
New York, and GoaG3cpcr bush lor Maine Potatoes.
18,458,94
before noon, and shew cause, it any they have, why the
be performed, the parts in which will be sustained
the most suitable, safe, and advantageous form ot in- In other assets, viz.,
IIAY—The market is fairly supplied with all descrip
152,809.59 prayer of said Petition should not be granted.
by well known ladies and gentlemen of the city. tions, and with a steady demand the market is firm at vestment, yielding a more liberal income than can
ASA THURLOUGH, Judge.
We quote prime Eastern cargo hay at
$1,386,750.58
A true copy. Attest—B. P. Field, Register. 3w32
hereafter be derived from Government Bonds, and avail
Mr. AV. M. nail has been employed for some time quotations.
HENRY KIP, Secretary.
$20a23 per ton, and Vermont and Eastern prime by the
qualities at $15al7, able to Like their place.
pi painting beautiful scenery for the occasion. We carload at $20a24 per ton; Inferior
State of New York,
At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for the
and Swale Havat $15, per ton. New York Hay $19a22
County of New York, 1870.
think an agreeable surprise is in store for those who
Personally appeared Henry Kip, Secretary of said
Assured that, in the selection and negotiation of suCounty of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of February,
per ton. New York Straw $24a25 per ton,
Fire
Insurance
and
A. D. 1870.
Niagara
made
oath
to
the
Company,
attend.
perior Railroad Loans, we are meeting a great public truth of the forgoing statement,
by him subscribed, acTREAT, widow of Jonathan Treat, late
and
to
his
a
best
valuable
service—both
to
the
and
cording
belief.
of Frn'ikfort, in the County ot Waldo, deceased,
want,
rendering
Stolen Goods Found. Ou Friday Mr. Fogg,
knowledge
BGLFi§f PRICES Ct'RHEJlT,
Before me, THO. SADLER,
a petition that her dower may be ashaving
holders
presented
of
and
to
those
National
works
of
THE
Capital
great
CORRECTED WEEKLY FOR
who keeps a Saloon on High street, discovered
JOURNAL.
Commissioner for Maine.
signed her in the real estate ol said deceased.
internal improvement whose intrinsic merit and sub11 Wall St., New York,
Belfast, Wednesday, February 25, 1870.
Ordered, That the said Deborah give notice to all
some rolls of doth under a barn in the rear of his
persons interested by causing a copy ol this order to be
12 to 14 stantial character entitle them to the use of Capital and
$7.00 to 11 Round Hog,
Flour,
premises, which proved to he three rolls of valua- Corn
published three weeks successively in the Republican
EMERY SAWYER, Agent,
1.20 to 0.00 Clear Salt Pork,
$31 to 33 the confidence of investors—we now offer with special
Meal,
ble woolen goods taken from the store of Hersey & live Meal.
Journal, prinled at Belfast,that they may appear at a Pro
5 to 07
1.75 to 0.00 Mutton per lb,
3w32
Helfaftt.
confidence and satisfaction the
bate Court,to be held at Belfast, within and for said CounLamb
0 to 08
l.OOtoO.Ou
per lb,
Kye,
Woodward, and one piece of silk which came from Corn,
ty, on the second Tuesday ol March next, at ten of th«
25 to 28
1.20 to 0.00 iurkeysjper lb,
Norwich
the store of S. Sleeper & Son. They furnish cir- Bailey,
Fire
Insurance Company.! clock belore noon, and shew cause, if any they have, why
75 to
bO Chickens, per lb,
20 to 22
the prayer of said petition should not be granted.
20
to
2
75
2.25
to
Ducks,
25
per
lb,
Beans,
cumstantial evidence against Hamlin, as showing
OF NORWICH, CONN.
ASA THURLOUGH, Judge.
001 Geese,
Marrowlat l'eas,1.50 to
15to2o
E. LEARNED, Pres’t.
that the robber has not been at large to carry them Oats,
A true copy. Attest—p. P. Field, Register. 3w:j-’
W. L. STEERE, Sec’y.
00 to 05 Hay per ton,
$10 to 18
15 to 00 Lhne,
Potatoes,
$1.50 to 00
away.
Capital Stock of Company, actually paid
OF THE
Dried Apples,
12 to
14 Washed Wool,
35 to 40
in,
$300,01*0.00
75 to 1.00 Unwashed Wool,
25 to 30
BANKRUPTCY N OT ICES.
A queer thing happened to the Telegraph wires Cooking, do.
| Surplus, January 1, 1870,
60,994.10
30 to 33 Pulled Wool,
40 to 00
the other day. The wires of the Western Union Butter,
20 to 22 Hides,
7 to 00
Cheese,
$300,994.40
24 to
25 Calfskins,
and the International lines got in contact between Eggs,
18 to 00
COURT OF BANKRUPTCY.
ASSETS.
22 to 23 Sheep Skins,
75to$t
Bank Stocks,
next Court of Bankruptcy, for the County ol
this city and Camden. The operators of the two Lard,
$163,613.50
8
to
10
$6.00 to 7
Beef,
Wood, hard,
Railroad
Bonds,
Waldo, will be held at Belfast, February 22, 1870, at
RAILROAD COMPANY.
167,300.00
lines in this city were scolding each other about the Apples,Baldwin, 1,25 to 1.75 Wood, soft,
$4.00 toO
2 o’clock, P. M.
Cash on hand and with Agents,
PETER THACHKK.
16,335J5
0 to
00 Dry Pollock,
5 to 0
Interest duo and accrued,
trouble, each thinking lie was talking to a distant Veal,
Register 5th District, Maine.
9,525.75
8 to 10 |t Straw,
Dry Cod
$8 to lo
All other assets,
Belfast,
Dec.
1S6'J.
31,
tl2l
4,500.00
office on his own line, when they were only the
The Chesapeake and Ohio Railroad, connecting the
Atlantic coast and the magnificent harbors of the Chesawidth ot the street apart.
District Court of the United i
$360,974.40
SPECIAL NOTICES.
lN n
Lt
LIABILITIES.
States. District of Maine.
\
peake Bay with the Ohio River at a point of reliable navOur correspondent at Searsmont writes that on
In the matter of WILLIAM FRYE, Bankrupt.
$3,101.84
and thus, with the entire Railroad system and Losses adjusted but not duo,
igation,
Losses unadjusted,
Saturday they had at that place tlie largest run of
3,141.50
and
water transportation of the great West and South-west, Due for
IS TO GIVE NOTICE that a petition lias
77.30
reinsurance,
water for many years. Not much
been presented to the Court, this eighth day
damage was done. On the principal Wharf in the harbor, at reasonable forms the additional Cast and West Trank
>1
A. D.
William Frye of Camden, !n
Oil the stream above the village the dams at Liu- terms.
February,
$6,320.64 said District, a 1870, by
Inquire of
Tine, so imperatively demanded for the accomodation
that he has set
Bankrupt,
representing
W.
L.
13tf
W 11. SIMPSOl.
eott’s Mills and at the Ripley Mill were
STEERE, Secretary.
tied with all liis creditors, and obtained his discharge
of the immense and rapidly-growing transportation beswept away.
from all their claims, and praying that the adjudication
Also the dam at Jewett’s Mill, in North Searstween the Atlantic seaboard and Europe on the one
State of Connecticut,
(
of Bankruptcy against him may be vacated, and the proCounty ot New London, ss. s
mont, and the bridge at I.iiicott’s Mills. Had the ASK FOR
hand, and the great producing regions of the'Ohio and
under the petition to have him adjudged a bankceedings
lsro.
January 21,
Personally appeared. Whiteman F.
And
take
no
ice in the river broken up, the mills at Searsmont
other. See that the portrait of Dr. Clarke Mississippi Valleys on the other.
rupt may be superseded and said petition be dismissed
Steere, Secretary of said Norwich Fire Insurance Com- and
is upon the label of each bottle. No other is genuine.
upon
reading said petition,
and
made
oath
to
the foregoing statement, by him
pany,
would have suffered.
is Ordered that a hearing be had upon the same
They are purely vegetable and will not intoxicate, tfsp
The importance of this lfoad as a new
subscribed, according to his best knowledge and belief, onItthe
first
Before
Monday of April, A. D. 1870, before the
me, THOS. .J. WATTLES, Notary Public.
outlet from the West to the sea magnifies it
Proposals for carrying the mail from Camden to
Court in Portland, in said District, at lo o clock A. M.,
and that notice thereof be published in the Rockland
into one of national consequence, and insures to it an
this city, by Centre Lincolnville, and Hall’s Corner,
CO\ A HELD. Ag-eut*.
Free Press and Republican Journal, newspapers printed
3w52
in Belmont, where a post office is to be
Ilolf.mt, Ho.
Is beyond a question the very best medicine of the day extensive through traffic from the day of its completion;
established,
in said District, once u week for three weeks, aud that
in
the
for
all
of
the
extensive
Sore
and
1
THROAT
LUNGS
while,
COUGHS, COLDS,
developement
all creditors and other persons interested, may appear at
are advertised for.
agricultural
The mail to leave Camden
Also for Whooping Cough and Croup iu Children it is and mineral resources of
said time and place, and show cause, if any they have
Virginia and West-Virginia,
MAINE.
Wednesday and Saturday, at 8, A. M., or on arrival the most effective medicine ever used.
why the prayerof said petition should not be granted.
It possesses, along its own line, tho elements of a large
Sold by all Dealers in Medicines.
of western mail, and reach Belfast at noon; to reWM. P. PREBLE,
OF THE CONDITION of the IN15. F. BRADBURY, Proprietor, Bangor, Me.
and profitable local business.
3w32
Clerk District Court for said District.
turn Monday and Thursday afternoon.
TERNATIONAL INSURANCE COMPANY, of
GEO. C. GOODWIN & CO., Boston, Agents for New
the City ot New York, on the 31st ot December, 1869.
0ml7
England.
District Court of the United /
Thus the great interests, both general and local, which
A good story is told of an old deputy Sheriff of
rvnkkuht.
t
lH 1SANKRl
1 n v
Y‘
States. District ot Maiue.
>
1 jiu-t-iiutioual Indemand the completion of the Chesapeake and Ohio The name of this Company is
this County, who was unexpectedly asked to lead in
«urait<-4- Company.
In the matter of LEWEL1N EMERY, co-partner ol
Mrs. CLARA A. SLEEPER
It is located in the City of
Railroad to the Ohio River, afford the surest guaranNew York.
the firm of Emery & Newton, bankrupts.
prayer at a conference meeting. He succeeded
OF PIANO FORTE. Residence at Mrs. tee ol its success and
value, and render it the most
IS TO GIVE NOTICE that a petition having been
BUSSELL’* Cougrcss Street, Belfast.
well; but the following conclusion rather astonishThe
amount
ot
its
Capital Stock is
$500,000.00
presented to the Court, on the second day ot Feb
important and substantial Railroad enW Special attention given to beginners.
tf 14
The amount of its Capital Stock paid up is
ed a member of the bar. “May thy wisdom lead
A. D. 1S69, by Lewelin Emery of Frankfort, in
ruary,
500,000.00
terprise now in progress in this Country.
said’ District, n bankrupt, praying that he might be deus, Thy mercy guide us, and finally conduct us to
Those Who Have Been Deceived
creed to have a lull discharge from all his debts, provable
The Assets of the Company are as follows:
Its superiority as an East and West route, and the
T liy last and usual place of abode."
under the Bankrupt Act, both as an individual and as
by the incompetent empirics who have essayed to mand in the hands of
promise of an immense and profitable trade awaiting its Cash on hand
copartner in the firm of Emery & Newton, consisting ot
As soon as this paper is laid upon the counter lighten the world upon the delicate matters relating to
Agents and other persons,
AN),290.01 the petitioner and one David B. Newton; upon which an
the generative organs, should by all means read the new completion, have drawn to it the attention and coopera- Real Estate
unincumbered,
None.
order ot notice in the Republic .n Journal and the Rockwhere it is kept for sale, a man appears, takes up medical work of Dr. A. II. Hayes, of Boston, entitled tion of
Honda owned by the Company
prominent Capitalists and Railroad men of this
land Free Press, issued, returnable before the Court in
•‘
TIIE SCIENCE OF LIFE, or SELF-PRESERVAto wit
a copy, reads it
folds
it
of
sound
and
and
known
it
whose
concarefully,
Portland, on the first Monday ot July, A. D. lsf>9; which
up,
judgment
lays
integrity,
TION,” published by the Peabody Medical Society. city
U, S. Five Twenty Ronds, par
order, an inspection of the record of said case shows m»’
back on the pile. This lie lias done regularlv for Those who are suffering from the errors of youth,— nection with it, together with that of eminent citizens
value,
$526,500
to have been complied with ; and it now appearieg upon
those whose vitality has been impaired by exposures, or and business men of
more tlmn five years.
Such steady patronage is intense
Virginia and West-Virginia, in- U. S. Ten-Forty Bonds, pata further petition of said bankrupt that the petitioner
application to business, should not tail to pro- sures an
value,
106,000
endeavored
in good faith to obey the order of Court,
energetic, honorable, and suc- U. S. Six Per Cent. Thirtv Year
cure a copy.
The Institute also published, by the same
very encouraging.
anil believed that he had done so, and that the failure to
au thor, an invaluable work tor ladies, entitled
SEXU- cessful management.
Bonds,
215,000
Mr. Tucker, the Augusta Stage driver, was as- AL PHYSIOLOGY OF WOMEN, AND HER DIScomply therewith was wholly the result of accident and
New York County Bonds,
6,0oo
inadvertence; upon now reading, upon this twenty
saulted on the night of the lOtli, by some young EASES.” Read the advertisement of the Peabody Med:;r,loo
The Road is completed and in operation from Rich- Virginia State Bonds,
ninth day of January, A. D. 1870, said petition lor disical Institute in another column,
sp4w32
Alabama State Bonds,
13,000
full
anew,
of
charge
rowdies,
mond to the celebrated White Sulphur Springs of West- Central Park
something a good deal stronger
Improvement Loan
It is Ordered by tin* Court that a hearing be had
than water. They were hauled up and dealt with
Bonds,
Virginia, 227 miles, and there remain but 200 miles (now
100,000
same on the lirst Monday of April, A. D.
the
upon
South Carolina Bonds, new,
20,000
MARRIED
1870, before the Court in Portland, in said District, at
partially constructed to be completed, to carry it to the
by the Police Court next day.
M
and that notice thereof be published in
A.
o’clock,
proposod terminus on the Ohio river at, or near, the
The submarine cable by which the International
In this city, Thursday last, by Rev.
$1,023,000
the Rockland Free Press and tin’ Republican Journal,
DrTTalfrey, Mr. mouth of the Big Sandy river, 150 miles above CincinMarket
Value,
Durham
$1,090,771.25
and
Miss
Annie
Ralph
E, Ouimby, botli of this
newspapers printed in said District, once a week for
Telegraph goes under the draw of the bridge, be city.
Loaned on Bond and Mortgage, being tin
three wieks,;.nd that all creditors who have proved
nati, and 350 miles below Pittsburg.
came damaged in ihe storm of
In
this
first
lien
on
their
debts and other persons m interest, may appear it
Feb.
11th
unincumbered
Real Estat
Mr. Alpheus Dyer and Miss
city,
Friday night, and
worth double the amount loaned,
Lines are now projected or in progress through Ohio
8,000.00 said time and place, and shew cause, if any they have,
had to bp taken up. The wire is now stretched Julia F. Smith, botli of this city.
In Stockton, Mr. Wilson S. Knecland and Miss Ellen
Debts otherwise secured,
the
prayer of said petition should not be granted
15o,loo.0o why
M. Macumber, of S. Feb. 2uth, by Geo. W. Libby, Esq. and Kentucky to this point, which will connect the Debts for Premiumacross above water.
WM. 1*. PREBLE,
12,059,o5
Mr. Kdward La Folley and Mrs. Annie
All
and
Ohio
with
tlae*
other
-'•\v3I
entire
Clerk of District Court tor said
Securities,
15,$77.80
Gritlin, both of Chesapeake*
I>ist^u~
Once a month, on Sunday evening, the children fctockton.
Railroad systems of the West and ftoutliIn Boston, 14th inst., by Rev. Rowland Connor, Mr.
Tiliws,
Total Assets,
of the Methodist Society have singing and decla$1,353,398.17
with
the
and
Pacific
Railroad,
District Court of tiie United
»>
n
Tyler Metcalf and Miss Josephine Emery, botli of Frank- west,
kid i*tcv
States.
District
of
Maim.
mation,!iu the vestry, under direction of the Pas- fort.
LIABILITIES.
Its valuable franchises and superior advantages will
In Richmond, Va., '.'ill inst., by Rev. Dr. Hove, R. S.
In the matter of JOSEPH L. UK
Amounts due or not due to Banks or other
tor. They are interesting occasions, and are free
ANN, bankrupt.
Ayer, M. C., and Fannie, daughter ot Dr. N. C. Stevens place the Chesapeake and Ohio Railroad Comcreditors,
None. rpins IS l’O GIVE NOTICE, That a Petition has
to the public.
ol Newton.
Losses adjusted and due,
pany among the richest and most powerful and trustNone! X been presented to the Court this second day of F<•!<
In Old town, Feb. 20th, by Rev. R. L. Mathison, Rev.
Losses
and not due,
4,553.15 ruary, A. I). 1870, by Joseph L, Urann, of Sullivan, in
During the storm of Friday night, that portion of William S. Shaw ot Oldtown, and Miss Aliucda I. Shel- worthy eorpo rations of tho country; anil there ex- Losses adjusted
said District, a Bankrupt, praying that lie
adjusted ami
may be de
ists a present value, in conii»leted road and Losses in
the iron fence around the Custom House lot which don of Northport.
for
further
suspeu.-e waiting
153,053.88 creed to have a full discharge from all his dv bts, provaS
ble under the Bankrupt Act, and upon reading said inwork done, equal to the entire amount of 1
proof,
is on Franklin street, blew down. It is of heavy —■ " n irm..ii—nni ■ ■■»■■■..
All other Claims against the
Company,
the mortgage.
20,095,93 tition,
east iron, and was dowellcd into granite blocks.
It is Ordered by the Court that a
DIED.
hearing U- had up
Total Liabilities,
$178,903.26 on the same, on the first Monday of May, A.D. l87o. bt for
The effects of frost had broken and weakened it.
The details of the Loan have been
the Court in Portland, in said District, at 10 o’clock, A
arranged with 1 he
greatest amount insured in any one
Olituary notices, beyond the date, name and aye,must, special reference to the wants of all classes of investors,
M., and that notice thereof be published in the Ellsworth
By recommendation of the Congressional Tem- be[paidfor.
r,sk,
1
$3u ,000.00 American and the Republican Journal, newspapers
and combine tho various features of convenience,
safety, i he greatest amount alllowed by j No arbitrary rule, printed in said District,
perance .Society, the Rev. Dr. Palfrey, of this city,
In Castine, Feb. 6th, Eleanor Baifey, wife of John
once a week for three weeks, and
the ru.es of the Company to be Are
and protection against loss or fraud.
governed entire- that all creditors who have proved their debts ami oth.
Esq. aged 77 years.
preached an impressive discourse, last.Sunday, up- Dresser,
insured in any one city, town i ly
Iu Unity, 12th inst., James Hall,
The Bonds are in denominations ol
by a prudent re- persons in interest, may appear at said time and place
of
Esq.,
formerly
or
on the duty and necessity of total abstinence from
village,
i gard for the character and show cause, if any they have,
Freedom, aged about 05.
why the prayer of said
1 he greatest amount allowed tobe I of the risk,
In Knox, George Elmer McFarland,
Petition should not be granted.
W M. I*. PREBLE,
aged 20.
intoxicating liquor.
insured in any one block,
In Thorndike,a child of Gilman
3w31
Clerk
of
10
District
weeks.
Court
for said District.
Cillcy, aged
$100.
Capt. Edward Simonton, U. S. A., left Fort
Sr.vie »»r New Yoke,
j
Distuii
t
Laramie, on the western frontier, to see his father
Court
ok
tiik
>
*
Uni
fed
oi
New
York, ss.
County
SHIP NEWS.
IN Bankri i*i< v.
States. District ot Maine.
»
before his death, but was too late, reaching Sears
George \\ Savage, President, and William J. Hughes,
They will be issued as Coupon Bonds, payable to bearoi the International Insurance
In the matter of JOHN McGRFGOK,
Secretary,
ot
POUT
OF BELFAST.
Company,
Bankrupt.
port four days after the Funeral.
er, and may be held in that form; or
the city of New York, being duly sworn,
IS TO GIVE NOTICE that a
depose and
petition has
ARRIVED.
say, that the foregoing is a lull, true and correct statebeen presented to the Court, this ninth
The three paper mills in this city have been makThe Bond may be registered in the name of the owner, ment of tlie affairs of the said
day <d
fob. L th. Schs Cameo, McCarty, Boston; Banner
that the said February, A. D. 1870, by John
Company;
McGregor of Eastport,
ing wrapping papers for several years. One of Witcher, do.
with the coupons remaining payable to bearer attached, Insurance Company is the bona tide owner of at least in said District, a
bankrupt, praying that tie may be de20th Sell .Lick Downing,
one hundred thousand dollars of actual cash
Patterson, Rockland.
capital, in- creed to have a lull discharge from nil his debts, prova
them is about to run on white printing paper.
the principal being then transferable only on the books
23d Sell Laochoo, Turner, Boston.
vested in State and United States Stocks and
Bonds, or b!e under the Bankrupt Act, individually and as a eo
of the Company, unless reassigned to bearer; or
in Bonds and Mortgages of real
unincumbered
estate,
partner in the firm ot J. McGregor and Son, consistin''
Miss Rebecca S. Palfrey, a talented daughter of
SAILED.
ami worth double the amount for which the same is
of the petitioner and Charles W.
^c*ls Empire, Furguson, Boston; Abby
McGregor, and upon
The coupons may be detached and cancelled, the Bond mortgaged; and that they are the above described offiRev. Dr. Palfrey, lias a poem in the March number
reading said petition,
Gale, Ryan, do.
made a permanent Registered Bond, transferable only on cers oi said Insurance Company.
It is Ordered by the Court that a
of Old and New, the new monthly magazine.
22d Sch L A May, Barker. Rockland.
hearing be hud
GEO. W. SAVAGE, President. 3
upon the same, on the lirst Monday of July, A. I). Wo,
the books of the Company, and the interest made payY\ M. J. II UGIIES, Secretary.
before the Court in Portland, in said Di.-tr; t, at
The Upper Bridge was threatened by a heavy
able only to the registered owner or his attorney.
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 25th day of Jan- o’clock, A. M., and that notice thereof be published in
jam of ice and logs during the freshet of Saturday,
the Mschius Republican and the
As witness, my hand and official seal.
uary, 1870.
Republican Journal
The three classes will be known respectively as :
^ EA (4oOD FARM within lo m iles
THOMAS L. TIIORNELL, Notary Public,
but received no damage beyond a severe
newspapers printed in said District, once a week, tor
shaking.
ol Belfast.
three weeks, and that all creditors who have
The Farm must be well situated,
proved
SAWYER & STAPLES, Agents,
with good buildings. Price not to exceed
1st.
their debts and other persons in interest, may
Coupon Bond* payable to bearer.
The Kennebec Journal of the lilth inst. says that
$3000. Adappear at
said time and place, and show cause, it any
Belfast, Maine.
WALKER,
they have
work on the bridge of the Belfast Railroad, over
Ik
the
of
I*. O. Box, 1837, Boston, Mass.
said petition should not be granted’
*-2d.
why
prayer
Registered Rond with Coupons atWM. p. PREBLE,
the Sebnsticook, at Burnham Tillage, commenced
tached.'’
Room to Let•'Ove.T* Clerk of the District Court for said District.
FOR
about a week ago, and is progressing finely.
SALE.
rilHE Room in City Block, over Isaac Allard’s
the well known
store,
3d.
Registered Ronds with Coupons J.. and tinder the
Journal office. Apply to the editor District Court of the United )
C«i account of the storm, the steamer Katahdin
detached,” and should be so designated by Corres- ol this paper.
bankruptcy.
States. District of Maine.
\
did not leave Boston until Saturday,
BAY VIEW
Belfast, Dec. 22.
tf25
pondents in specifying the class of Bonds desired.
reaching this
In the matter of WILLIAM MARTIN,
Bankrupt.
port about eleven o’clock Sunday forenoon.
AT CAMDEN.
IS TO GIVE NOTICE that a Petition has
They have thirty years to run from January 15, To tin'
been printed to the Court this ninth day of
Jus/ires
Waldo Baptist Quarterly meeting will be held in Owing to the death of the late landlord, Win. Johnson,
the
Honorable,
Supreme Ju- February, A.
of
:S7u, by William Martin of Eastport,
Esq., the above house is for sale, For particulars in- IS70, with interest at six per cent p?r annum from
dirial Court next to be holden at Belfast with- in
Knox, commencing at 10 o’clock A. M„ Feb. 20th, qnire ot
said District, a Bankrupt, praying that he may be deNovember 1, 186U. Principal and interest payLATHLEY RICH,
inand
lm-51
to have a full discharge from all his debts,
the
»0 Commercial St., Boston, Mass.
for
to continue two days.
able IN GOLD IN THE CITY OF NEW-YORK.
County of Waldo, on the first creed
provable under the Bankrupt Act, and upon reading said pe'Tuesday at January, A. D. 187U.
A raft of logs for railroad pilings was towed from
tition,
The interest is payable In May and November, that
J. CARSON, of Belfast, in the County of
It is Ordered by the Court that a hearing be had
rpHOMAS
Orphan Island to this city last week, by one of Capt.
it may take the place of that of the earlier issues of
-l
Waldo, husband of Hannah B. Carson, whose upon the same, on the tlrs't Monday of July, A. D.
FARM, FARM STOCK, FARMING TOOLS
of residence is now to your libelant,
place
before the Court in Portland, in said District, at
Ross’s tug boats.
1870,
unknown;
Five-Twenties, and suit the convenience of our friends libels and
10 o’clock, A. M., and that notice thereof be published
HAY and
gives this honorable Court to be informed
FURNITURE, at Auction,
who already hold Central and Western Pacific Bonds, that lie was
Lent begins this year on the second
married
in
the
to
Machias Republican and the Republican Jourthe
said
Hannah
lawfully
B.
Car-ON—
day of March.
with interest payable in January and July, and who son, at Bloomfield, Maine, on the tenth day of October, nal, newspapers
printed in said District, once a
A. D. 1829, and has always since their
March
week
for
three weeks, and that all creditors who have
Saturday,
be5,
1870,
intermarriage
Ship Ivanhoe, Herriman, from San Francisco,
may desire, in making additional investments, to have haved himself toward her as a
chaste and faithful hue- proved their debts and other persons in Interest, may ap1
at
1\
on the premises, the farm now owno’clock,
M.,
was oft' Liverpool, on the 4th inst.
their interest receivable at different seasons of the hand; yet, the sail.
ed and occupied by Lemuel T. Carter, in North Searsport.
Hannah, regardless of her marriage pear at said time and place ami show cause, if any they
vows and covenant without
have, why the prayer of said Petition should liot ba
This farm is beautifully situated on the west side of year.
any fault on his part or col
The hour at which our paper
lusion to procure divorce, did on the
goes to press the Half-Moon Pond, seven miles from
WM. P. PREBLE,
twenty-third day oi granted.
Searsport and 10 ;
3w3'J*
Clerk of District Court for said District.
prevents us from giving an account of the Unit er- miles from Belfast. Contains 48 acres of good land, diThe Loan is secured by a mortgage upon the entire November, A. D. 1858, wholly desert and leave your said
libelant and refused to return to or live with him since,
vided into mowing, tillage and first rate second growth Line of Road from Richmond to the Ohio
salittt Levee.
River, with though he always made suitable prevision for her and
wood lot, good orchard, and an abundance of water.
requested her to return, which she lias utterly refused to District Court ok the United (
bankruptcy.
Although tho Age speaks of sickness in Belfast, The buildings are 1 1-2 story house, nearly new and fin- the equipment and all other property and appurtenances do;
States. District ot Maine.
)
that at times previous to her desertion when lie reished ; barn 30x40, in good repair. One yoke steers two connected therewith.
Mr. Poor, the city sexton,
turned
at night from his labor, she had locked and fastenIn the matter of LLEWELLYN EMERY and DA
says business in his line years old; one cow live years old, and one
ed
\
yearling
ID B. NEWTON, Emery & Newton,'
the doors of his house and refused to let him iu, and
is dull.
Bankrupts.
heifer. About three tons nice hay, lot of farming tools ;
A Sinking Fund of $100,000 per annum is pro- he was obliged to seek his lodging for the night in other 1
IS TO GIVE NOTICE that pursuant to an ortwelve cords wood, furniture, &c.
r|MIIS
Peirce’s Mill, on the Marsh stream, at
vided FOR THE REDEMPTION OK THE RONDS, TO TAKE place; that about three years ago, he heard that she was
X der of Court, the third meeting of the creditors
Circumstances
render the sale of this property
Frankfort,
imperliving In a town in the State oi Massachusetts, and was of said Bankrupts, will be held before Peter Timelier
and the whole will be sold without reservation.
EFFECT ONE YEAR AFTER THE COMPLETION OF THE married to another
was taken away
by the ice in the freshet of Satur- ative,
man, and lias not heard from her one ot the Registers in Bankruptcy, in said
TERMS—$300 cash down on the farm, time on the Road.
District, at
since.
his office in Belfast, to wit, at the office of the
day.
balance to suit the purchaser. Cash for the
Register
personal
Wherefore, your libelant prays that the bonds of mat- of
Probate, in said Belfast, on the second day of April,
property.
be
dissolved
Wc are ready to do every
between
him
and
rimony may
the said Han- A. D. 1870, at2 o’clock, P. M., for the
If the weather should be stormy, sale on the
named
The
is
ior
in
description of job printof
purpose"
which
mortgage
$10,000,000,
$2,000,000 nah B., if the Court in the exercise ot a sound discretion, the 28th section of the
following
L. T. CARTER.
Bankrupt Act ot March 2, iso:.
Monday.
ing in tlie best style, having all facilities for it.
will be reserved and held in trust tor the redemption of deem it reasonable and proper, coudusive to domestic
Dated at Bangor, in said District, February 22, A. 1>
C. C. Crary, Auctioneer.
and consistent with the peace and morality of
1870.
The Bridgo at Poor’s Mills was carried
N. B.—Purchasers are invited to examine this prop- outstanding Bonds of tho Virginia Central Railroad harmony
T. J. CARSON.
society.
away bv
2w:»
! Company, now merged in the Ciiesapeak and Ohio.
WHITINGJS. CLARK, Assignee*
erty prior to day of sale.
3w32
the freshet of
but is

FISK & HATCH,

despatch

game, at St.

'.mb accidents, be shot her dead.

Philadelphia. l>> prcwou-0 v dosing

I've called on John Baker,
Who lives on I,on" Acre;
No goods could 1 find.
To attach to my mind.
Sav e a chip just to answer the law.
So a summons I gave.
To the rusty old knave.
In my service, I hope there’s no flaw.”

announces

many years absent from his wife, returned and
mud her with a nursing‘child. To put n stop to

The
there-

GOVERNMENT SECURITIES,

TIIE

NANCY

ALICE

DEBORAH

FIRST MORTGAGE BOARS

CHESAPEAKE & OHIO

—

THE

v

Wharfage

Storage,

THIS

DR. CLARKE’S SHERRY WINE BITTERS,

Warren’s Congli Balsam!

STATEMENT

TEACHER

THIS

_

$1,000, $500,

THIS

__„r

WANTED.

dr.?ssL,

______

HOUSE,

THIS

AUCTION !.

Saturday,

now

passable.

The worst piles cured. I wish to
spread
abroad the great benefit I have derived from the use
of I)r. Harrison’s peristaltic lozenges.
I have suffered years from the worst Piles. I used
everything to no purpose, until I found the Lozenges; in less than a month I was cured, and have
only to resort to them when eostiveness returns
and always find instant relief. S. O. Neal. For
sale at No. I Tremont Tciilplc, Boston,
by E. A.
Harrison & CO.,-Proprietors, ami by all Drtiggists. Mailed for 00 cents.
2mofil
We understand that the Whooping-cough is
quite
At a subsequent meeting ol the
prevalent in the towns around us; but that no eases
Trustees, the mat have proved fatal.
Some families use nothing >ut
ter of assessments was
postponed, and another Johnson’s Anodyne Liniment. Our Doctor, howmeeting of the stockholders called, to be held Satur- ever, says a little ipicae, to
produce vomiting,
would be an advantage.
day afternoon next, at 2 o’clock, when the
propriety
of taxing, selling and voting will be
There
are
more than one
discussed.
thousand different
kinds of Pills in the United States. Some of them
The twin ships' Cora and
Lenora, which were are worthless and injurious, others are good and
built side by side in this city last
season, excited beneficial. Old D*. Parsons invented the best anti-bilious
we ever saw or heard of.
much interest in New Orleans, as fine
They are
specimens of now sold pill
under the name of Parson’s Purgative
American ship building. They are
precisely alike Pills.
in every particular. They both loaded with
eottou
Iron in the Blood. When the blood is well
and went to sea together on the
11th, bound to supplied with its iron element, we feel vigorous
and
full of animation. It is an
The
Cora
is
Liverpool.
commanded by Capt.
insufficiency of this
vital element that makes us feel weak and lowRobert Coombs, or this city, and the Lenora
by spirited: in such cases, the Peruvian
Syrup (a
Capt. Phineas Griffin of Searsport. There will be protoxide of
iron) can supply this deficiency, and
some sitting up nights and
trimming of sails on its use will invigorate us wonderfully.
board those vessels!
Ilev. C. G. Porter Bays: “Having
frequently
used Warren’s Cough Balsam, I can
bred Knowltou has been
safely say it
appointed Postmaster is the
very best medicine for coughs and colds I
at Liberty, vice A. M. Sanborn,
resigned.
have ever used."

State of Maine, >
\
Waldo, 88.
Assignee’s Sale.
.Judicial
fiujircme
Court, Jamiarn Term. A.
IX BIXHRU'Td.
HALLS & COOPER,
1). 1870.
In the matter of WILLIAM P. COLEMAN, Bank
where he will keep constantly on hand a good assortment of Lumber, Cement, JLiune, band and
Ordered, that the libelant give notice of the pendency rupt.
of his libel, by
an
IIair, also Corn, Flour and Groceries.
attested
of
the same!
order OF THE HONORABLE EDWARD
causing
copy
The present price is ‘JO and accrued interest.
with this order thereon, to be
Thankful for past favors he respectfully solicits a conpublished three weeks
FOX, Judge of the District Court of the United
tinuance of the same.
M. R. COOPER.
successively in the Republican Jouruaal, a public States for the District of Maine, I sli 11 sell at public
A
Loan
so amply secured, so carefully guarded, and
newspaper, printed at Belfast, in the County of Wal- auction, at the « llice of the Register of Deeds in BelBelfast, Feb. 16, 1870.
tf32
so certain hereafter to command a prominent place
do, the last publication to be thirty days at least before j fast, in said District, on Saturday, the nineteenth day ol
the next term of the Supreme .Judicial Court, to be holdMarch, A. D. 1870, at lo o’clock, A. M., certain estate of
among the favorite securities in the markets, both of en at
Dissolution of
Belfast, within and for the County of Waldo, on the said Bankrupt, to wit:
this Country and Europe, will be at once appreciated third Tuesday of April
that
the
libelee
All the Bankrupt’s Interest in a note signed by D. P.
next,
GIVEN
may
IS HEREBY
that the copartnerthen and there appear and show cause, if any she have, Stowell,
payed to George G. Peirce.
ship existing under the style of HALLS AND and quickly absorbed.
It. COOPER is still at the old stand of

remaining $13,000,000, a sufficient amount will
complete the road to the Ohio river, perfect
and improve the portion now in operation, and thor
oughly oquip the whole for a large and active traffic.
Of the

be sold to

By

Copartnership.

NOTICE

COOPER” is dissolved by limitation. AH persons having unsettled accounts with the above concern are requested to call and settle the same immediately.
WM. H. HALL,
C. J.
HALL,

Belfast, February 1,

M. R. COOPER.

1870.

3W.31

Yellow Ash Wanted-

A

why the prayer of the lioelant should not be granted.
Attest—S. L. MlLLIIvEN, Clerk.
A true copy of libel and order of Court thereon.
Attest—S. L. MILL!KEN, Clerk.
33

Very respectfully,

FISK & HATCH,
Bankers.

QUANTITY' of sticks of Yellow Ash, from 30 to
40 feet long, to be hauled during the winter.
Apply

to the editor of this paper.
Dec. 13, I860.

Special Notice.

ESI

^POK
The subscriber has

istf23
P. S.—We have issued pamphlets containing lull particulars, statistical details, maps, etc., which will be
Waldo furnished
upon application.
of

SPOKES!

just received from New Hampshire,
Ten Thousand best Hickory and White Oak Spokes,
form 1 l-H to 2 1-2 inches. Please call and examine said
Spokes at No. 1, PIIEN1X ROW.
tf27
OAKES ANGIER.

Mortgagee’s Notice.
undersigned, david

s. flanders, of
Monroe, in the County of Waldo, Assignee of a
MEETING of the Trustees of the
certain mortgage deed, dated October 7, A. D. 1807,
County Agricultural Society, a special meeting
gived by .John Nado, of Monroe, in said County of Walthe stockholders of said Society was called, to be held at %
W’We buy and sell Government Bonds, and receive do, to Sylvester Chase, of the same Monroe, of certain
the Court House, in Belfast, Saturday, Feb.
26th, at 2
real estate situated in said Monroe, the same where said
P. M., to see what further action, if
any, shall be taken the accounts o>f Banks, Bankers, Corporations, and grantor now liv'< s, which is described in said mortin regard to the following article in the
By-Law of the others, subject to check at sight, ant/ allow interest on gage deed, which is recorded in the Waldo
County Regwhich
at
the
was adopted
last meeting.
Society,
istry of Deeds, Vol 13U, page 403, to which deed and
3mo.s33
Article Uth. Each stockholder shall be entitled to one daily balances.
record reference may be had for a particular
vote for each share owned by him, and one additional
description.
The condition in said mortgage deed is broken,
vote for each additional share. Per order TRUSTEES
by reason whereof 1 claim a foreclosure
G. E. Brackett, Secretary.
DAVID S, FLANDERS.
*
Belfast, Feb. 21, 1870.
1VV
Monroe, Feb, v, Do,
3W-V*

AT

A

The

All his interest in a house in Lincolnville attached on
writ in favor of George G. Peirce.
His iuterest in a claim against the United States for
backpay pledged to George G. Peirce,
His interest in a claim against the United States as
balance due ns compensation for hire ot servant.
Also, the chases in action hereinafter specified, so far
as the same are outstanding, to wit, the accounts
against
the following named persons, due the estate of said
a

Bankrupt:

James

Maddocks,

Joseph Miller,
El bridge Churchill,
Lincoln Buzzell,
Timothy Fern aid,
Cyrus Richards,
Gideon Tower,

Wadsworth,
Jeft'erson Young,
William Knights
J. L. B. Young,
Charles

Gideon Young,
Silvanus Richards,
John French,
Isaac Buzzell,
Reuben Hills,

$0.01 Miles Richards,
7.05 B. F. Tucker,

1.32 Sedate Whitney,
111.00 Stover deal,
30.02 Edward Dunton,
75.25 Rosilla Heal,
114.50 Mrs, McKenney,
30.34 Charles Dean.
02.73 Augustus Dean.
01.65 George Clark,
15.80 Josian Miller,
0.47 Frank Richards,
4.80 Warren Tyler,
1.40 William Fletcher,
14.51 Daniel Young,
10.08 F. B. Sylvester,

Joun fl.nos, aae.i-t.

$10.81
107.20
3.39
7.90
15.08

2,60
30.21
8.50
9,00
15.40
38.63
77.82

127.35
.50
10.08

12,50

«

MARSHALL DAVIS, Aalgnee.
By J03KFI1 WH.LIAM3US, hU Solicitor,
Belfast, Feb. IS. ISfO,
'-'w3;t

*

WHO KEEPS DEAD FLOWERS?

THE LAWRENCE MURDER TRIAL.

'}1 lieI"1 keeps (lead flowers?

Xot I,—indeed not I :
world is wild with blossoms, and the sky
Drops roses, and the regal moo n-latnped night
Flings sculptured lilies, carved of perfect light!

We copy tlie following report of the evidence for the'government in this case, from
the Bangor Whig.
Judge Kent presides.

with Attorney General Frye and Chas. P. Stetson,
Esq., County Attorney, appear for the State.
The prisoner is defended by Col. Abner

\\ ho keeps dead flowers? Thenceforth aw av
these.
The ashy ghosts of sad tmemonies!
itli dimpled,
blushing buds relill the vase,
Dipped in the laughing wine of summer days!

Knowles and Col. John F. Uooilfroy.
A\ ho keeps dead flowers? What if a
Mrs. Margaret Marsh was called and testifriend
loving
Did last spring give thee these, and now an end
fied as follows:
Has come to all lr.s love? Life's full to-day
1
"f friends.—fresh friends,—fresh
1 live on Hammond sired in this city near Broadflowers.—fling

back I (old him that she was mortally wounded; and lie said Glory to God. I shall die hapwhether
I go to Hell or Heaven;” said I have
py
long intended it. He said he loaded the pistol to
kill her and himself; said that he had loved her as
he did his own life, and that she had gone back on
him and made him crazy. 1 should think from the
smell of liis breath that he had been drinking. He
said be had 1 ecn drinking preparatory to the deed
-to get up courage to do the deed.
He appeared
to lie as rational as any man who was intoxicated.
He very often called me up to the. bedside and took
hold of my hand and said that he knew what he
was about.
The prisoner reached out his hand to his brother.
And liis In-other told him he could not take a murderer by the hand, and the prisoner said go to li—1.
I am as good a man as you, and requested the
Marshal to put him out of the room.
He told me that he had given Mrs. Atwood his
summers earnings. He said he supposed he should
be hanged. That he thought he ought to lie. He
asked me several times what they would do with
him for shooting Mrs. Atwood.
Cross Examination. I left next morning about
seven o'clock, about the very last conversation h
had with him lie was very desirous of making
away with himself; wanted" me to get him some
came

MANHOOD AND'WQMANHOOD
b

RESOLUTION!

ilcto ^bbcrtiscments.

PUBLISHED

PEABODY

(ESXABI-ISIIEa 1S3«.)

&

WELCH

GRIFFITHS,

positive

fact that

nearly

THE

all the

si

Simonton Eros. & Co.

kg 1:0v

Hi:\tist.

(Office first door south of If.tyford Block.)
(MlUIi(JH STItEET,
tfl'J
BELFAST, MAINE.

SCIENCE OF LIFE, or SELF-IM!BSKKVAMedical Treatise on the Cause and Cure of
Exhausted Vitality, Premature Deluxe in
Man, Nervous' and Piiysh al Debility, Hypo* hondkia, and all other diseases arising from the Errors
oi- Youth, or the Indiscretions or Excesses ol mature years. This is indeed a book for every man. Pric.
only One Dollar. -s’5 pages, bound in cloth. DR. \. II
HAYES, Author.
THE

T10N.

DRY GOODS at

G P LOMBARD,

,

INSTITUTE,

(Opposite Revere House.)
1000 Copies Sold the Last Year.

-()-

®fv\7e's»! Axojs! Saxve! A

SAWS of all descriptions.
AXES, BELTING and
MILL FURNISHINGS.
CIRCULAR SAWS with
Solid Teeth, or with Patent Ad.justar.u-: Points,
superior to all Inserted Teeth Saws.
aSrPrictv** Sleduced.^
-GSrScnd for Price lust and Circulars.jz#
W ELCH & (-JWIFFITHS.
Boston, .tf ass., or B>c*froit. Mich.

BY

MEDICAL

Ai'Xitrous Oxide <i:ts

A

P

*•

A i <:

k

or

Ether administered.

t: ii s o

Y

COfrXSELREli ct- ATTORNEY AT I,AH'.

wliat is called Barkersville.
OFFICE, HAYFOKD CLOCK,
way—nearlv
Mrs. Atwood had been stopping at mv house about
been taken from the
Publishes Seimons, a Serial Story for the family, a new,
Belfast, Maine.
\\ Iio keeps dead flower-r Alas! one summer dav four weeks—was hoarding herscll then—I had
A. Book for Every H icnan.
Children’s Story every week. Chats with the Lit tle Folks
IVache.- how many, many turn
boarded with her on French street. Site kept hoardaway
Entitled SEXUAL PHYSIOLOGY OF WOMAN, AND
and others,
ami
writers
their
Editorials
the
Methodist
best
by
This
From life's fresh blooming and
two or three years.
upon
bewildering bowers, ing house there I think
HER DISEASES; or, Woman treated or Pm
Foreign and Domestic Correspondence, full DepartI o sign m secret, and to
fall .-ho came to my house. I had seen the prisoner
ments of Religious and Secular Intelligence—in short
keep dead flowers.
lOLOGl* ALLY AND PATHOLOGICALLY, from J N VS S*
for
while.
Mrs.
Atwood
was
the
of
times
several
house
at my
whatever goes to male a complete Family Paper. Price
express
purpose
ho keeps dead flowers? An
to Old
Age, with elegant Illustrative K.ni.kw$2.50 a year. Liberal premiums to canvassers. Yearly
angel came one night there. He was there on Saturday night preceding
Ami passed by all the happy, left the
inc; 3.
the Sunday on which site was shot. Saturday night
subscriptions comm cnee at any time. For specimen,
bright
out the
enclose a two cent stamp to
And laughing ones, and took,—Oh! was it meet?— he came into the house and called her (names.
These are, beyond ah comparison, th most extraordiTHE METHODIST, 114 Nassau St., New York.
Was there Saturday night only a few minutes. He
"illy dead flowers,—and laid them at God's feet.
nary works of Physiology ever published. There is
whole
to March 1st.
■came there Sunday night and knocked at the door.
poison.
nothing whatever that the Married or Single ol
SHERMAN HOUSE, BOSTON.
I went to the door lie asked me if I was alone—I
He wanted Ids pipe every time lie woke during
Either Sex can either require or wish to know, but
Hancock House, Court St/uare.
LOST AND FOUND.
told him I was. 1 went into the pantry and lie fol- the
Formerly
I
him
his
lie
and
he
smoked,
LAZARUS & MORRIS’
night.
gave
pipe
what is fully explained, and many matters of tin most
lowed me in. made believe take a drink or did take
KEPT ON THE EUROPEAN PLAN.
to be calm in the morning when I left.
< K I. i : H It A I i'. J.
BY ALICE CAItY.
each person.
He came out and shut appeared
One
Ttollor
a drink from the water pail.
tiny
for
and
per
Ilooms,
character
are
As we intend
interesting
Did not ask for liquor anytime
the night.
introduced, to
account of' important
iThis House now stands among the lirst Hotels
Mrs. Atwood was ill a little bedroom He named over one or two otherduring
me in there.
winch no allusion oven can be found in any other work
persons besides in Boston, having been lately refurnished and put in
1
alter
n
while
in
there,
A loot so tight, and a heart so bright.
otf the kitchen. He went
those mentioned by the Marshal who had been inin our language. All the New Discoveries of the ,,u
order. BATIN' K V 11 CL!., Proprietor.
stock the LARGE line of
In the time of the rain and frost ;
heard her saw O ves .mini, I will John, then, Oil timate with Mrs. Atwood. Said lie had followed perfect
lhor, whose experience is of an uninterrupted mngniAnd a nice soft lied for his weary head—
Sirs. Marsh—then'I came out of the pantry—and I them with her.
and E ) E (}LASSES.
oo«l’» Uohni-Ik.I.I magazine—l’ricc $1;
tude—such as probably never before fell to the lot ol any
1 said. ‘Oh she
Ah' these are what he has lost!
saw her come out of the bedroom.
At half past twelve the testimony for the governfor
and The Wondeu, price 75c.; both one year
1
look’Oh
the
man—are given in full.
pistol.'
No person should be without
is going to faint.’ She said
Qg‘\ or Sale at CALVIN IIERVEY’S, Agent, Belfast.
ment hat ing been closed the Court adjourned till
Specimens !c. Address Till: WuNuti: Southold,
Neighbors and friends, to make him amends
ed in his hand and saw the pistol. She went from two o'clock
JAMES EMERY, Jeweler, Bucksport.
tflft
these valuable books. They are utterly unlike any others
N. V. Don’t delay I Mow is the time,
p. m.
When his sky with clouds was crossed,
tiie bedroom towards the pantry—he pushed the
ever published.
Atul the honor and trust of the good and inst—
door open and got in there—then l goi out of doors.
VUE LADIES. -The celebrated DR. L. DIX
Valuable Books.—We have received the valuable rpo
HOW BURGLARS DO THEIR WORK.
Ah! these arc what he has lost!
JL particularly invites all Ladies who need a Medical or
When I went out doors I heard two or three pistol
medical works of Dr. Albert 11. Hayes. These bookare
to be sold
adviser, to call at his Rooms, 21 Endicott St
shots—two certain. 1 saw Lawrence when 1 came
lias become an avocation; and
are
ot actual merit, and should lind a place in every in- Surgical
\
f
It.
58
Burglary
ft’OIt THE
Boston, Mass., which they will tind arranged for their
A wife whose love shone rubies above,
hack again, tie went right past me and went away. the
are not the cheap order .of abominfamily.
telligent
They
lias
which
thrown
accommodation.
a
lit'1
of
the
Has
the
safeguards
ingenuity
world-wide reputation lor restoring
When his heart was torn and tossed;
She was on her knees.' Her sleeve was afire.caught
of
and for that reason the able trash, published by irresponsible.parties, and pur- special
DR. DIX having devoted over twenty years to this
Hair and permanently maintaining it- beauty. .should
And children whose ways reflected his
chased o gratify coarse tastes, but are written by a refrom the pistol. Mr. Boynton ran and said, wliat around valuables in the form of “burglar be on
praise—
particular branch of the treatment ot all diseases peculiar
every Toilet table.
All! these are what he has lost!
Atwood
‘O!
that
miserMrs.
safes
and
seem
bo
and
to
said,
sponsible professional gentleman ot eminence, as a to females, it is now conceded by all, (both in this counis tlie matter
vaults,
proof” locks,
lias
been
lor
the
source of instruction on vital matters,concerning which
able John Lawrence lias murdered me.’ Then Mr. completely overmatched by increased skill
try and Europe,) that he excels all other known practitSOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS.
lamentable ignorance exists. The important subjects ioners hi the
A purse without gold, a heart that is cold.
Bovnton went out and brought in some help—when on the
safe, speedy and effectual treatment ot all
ot robbers.
The matter has beOp.skwvk -None is Genuine without the Bntrii
d are treated with delicacy,ability and care, and, lemale
part
present*
And a heart that aches like a wound;
last
down
complaints.
they came in they helped iier on the lied and one come one of
Balk Label and the signature Alfred Savagi/’ round
as an appendix, many useful proscriptions tor prevailing
and
11
is
are prepared with the express purpose
Hi, -igus of disgrace in his eyes and face—
medicines
public
importance,
for
Policeman.
She
great
and
another
went after a doctor
the neck.
complaints are added.- < oos flepublican, ancastrr, V. j of removing all disease-, such as debility,
weakness, unAh', these are what lie has found!
lived till Tuesday night—Mr. Baynes was with her the custodians of treasure of all kinds should
//., Sept. 7, IbW.
to
almost
a wholenatural suppressions, enlargements of the womb, also all
about all tlie time till she died; there were others understand how completely locks, safes and
-A. SAFE,
which flow from a morbid state of the blood.
Du. Hayes is one of the most learned and
discharges
A mind that is wrecked by his neglect.
popular
to change v ith.
vaults are at the mercy of burglars, provided
physicians of the day, and is entitled to th gratitude of ! The Doctor is now fully prepared to treat in bis peculiar
And a will evil habit has bound;
sale standard.
nisi worn 10 airs, .wCERTAIN,
1 saw i.awn jii'e wneu
our race for these invaluable productions,
ft seems t.'; style, both medically and surgically, all diseases of the
have opportunity for operations. The
A tongue slow to speak, and a hand that i- weak—i wood a
AND
bo his aim 1o induce men and women to avoid the cause female sex, and they are respectfully invited to call at
year ago last fall, lie was boarding with her they
1
Ah! these are what he has found i
ot those diseases to which they are subject, and In- tells
then. Lawrence was at my house two or three Glenn's Falls, N. Y. National Bank wa> reCure
2¥o. '-£1 Diiiiiiotl Slreel, Boslun
them just how and when to do it.—’ Favnington Ch-aniI never was in cently ransacked by,burglars, and the Cashtimes a week during the last of it.
'-line ragged clothes, and a great red nose,
lsiiyi.
FOR
cle, Farmington, Me., Sept.
All letters requiring advice must contain one dolhr to
Bangor till 1 went to Mrs. Atwood’s to board. 1 ier, in a published letter, gives a better acthe
call
and
secure
And the right to be called a sot;
These are truly scientific and popular works by Dr. insure an answer.
(tail no conversation with Mrs. Atwood after she count, than we have before seen, how these
A big brown jug, and a pewter pint
Boston. Jan. 1 1877—lyr
Hayes, one of the most, learned and popular phy.-ieians j
mug—
I was not well myself and did not feel
was shot.
for
cellont
to blow open vaults and get
thieves
ot the day.— The Medical and Surgical Journal, •/»</*/.
Ab ! these are alt he lias got!
AND
ALL
manage
lik“ talking with her.
1800.
Mr.
contents.
the
at
their
1
saw
him
when
he
first
Wait,
Examination.
Cress
NERVOUS
are
Brice of SCIENCE <>F,LIFE, $l.oo. l‘H YSIOLOG V j
you, for these
at her. He was standing at the pantry. He answer to a letter of inquiry says:
THE REPORT OF THE STATE FISH COM- firo.isome
DISEASES.
OF WOMAN AND HER DISEASES, $J.0h,
In Tin
fish hash there, brought it there Friday—
had
to be sold at lower
J)F{. FOSTER'S
Uur bunking House was entered about mid1 ey morocco, lull gilt, $r>.uo. Postage paid.
for me to fix for him. He asked me that night ii' it
MISSIONER.
the rear
by
probably,
forcing
open
Its
are
night,
not
notice
Effects
1
did
unhim.
was ready for
Either book sent by mail on receipt of price.
anything
than ever
door with a “jimmy.” The burglars at once
Augusta, Feb. 2, 1870.
Magical.
commonly out of the way with him. Never knew
Address “The Peabody Medical Institute," or
to exhibit any temper or ill feeling before the proceeded to cover all the windows closely
him
An
REMEDY
UNFAILING
lor
Nki
kalgia
Facoffered
in
Belfast
1 he annual report of the Fish CommissionDr. IIAYES, No. I llulfineh Street, Boston.
Saturday night. He came quite early in the even- with thick army blankets, dampened, for the ialis, often effecting a perfect cure in a .-ingle day. No
N. R.—Dr. II. may be consulted in strictest confidence
er, Mr. Charles G. Atkins, is soon to be sent
Disease fails to yield to its wonderful
ing Saturday. Saturday night he was quite drunk. double purpose of hiding their light and form of Nervous
on al! diseases requiring skill, secresy and experience
out.
This is an office that has been in exis- He had alwas appeared gentlemanly before that.
power. Even in the severest cases of Chronic Neuralof
the
the
The
entire
its
for
use
a
few
afreports
system,
explosions,
gia, affecting.the
Inviolable Secresy and Certain Relief, lyrl
days
tence over three years, and it is somewhat Was not there long Saturday night—did not sit deafening
vault was protected by two sets of Lillie’s fords the most astonishing relief, and rarely fails to
difficult to tell with much exactness what it down. He saw Mrs. Atwood Saturday night. I
SIMONTON
BROS.
&
CO
a complete and permanent cure.
It contains no
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